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RESTORE CONTROL
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OF THE
AWFUL JAR IN THE
OLD
MEEK FAMILY
MEEK S BEEN CAUGHT

THAT MR. MEEK WAS
CAUGHT WALKING ARM
IN ARM WITH A PRETTY
GIRL VESTERDAY-.- MRS
MEEK IS MAD AND
DONT BLAME HER..
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THEJ'EST

WALKING WITH HIS ARM
AROUND A YOUNG WOMAN'S
WAIST. WATCH FOR A DIVORCE !
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Augusta Is Under Four Feet Clayton the Scene of Exciting
of Water and Residents
Affair Which May End In
1
Are Moving heir Goods.
Death of the Woman.

STABBER IS HELD

IHE COUNTY JAIL MANY RIVEKS ARE

PROMINENT DRUGGIST

AT FLOOD STAGE
He Will Not no Arraigned Until
tent of Victim's Injury Is
Known.
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Sydney, Aug.
The American
battleship fleet leaves tomorrow for
Melbourne, and today saw the last
of the enterta.nment that has kept
me people or oyjney ousy ana nappy
the past week. The public school!
demonstration took up part of the
morning and the afternoon and in the
afternoon Admiral Sir Harry Rawson,
governor of New South Wales, gave a
brilliant garden party lo a large number of guests Including Admiral Sper.
ry and senior officers of the fleet. The
weather was bright and warm and!
fort thousand people gathered at the
cricket grounds toiiny to witness the
evolution of tha school children. The:
spectacle was exceedingly pretty.

MAY 1AII
CA.VAMAV 6TRIKK
Winnipeg, Aug. 26. Rumors from

Atlanta, Aug. 26. Apparently the
heavy rains yesterday and last night,
which washed away bridges in South
Carolina, causing some loss of life and
damaging crops, have ceased today,
as the reports from Spartanburg, S.
C. Camden, S. C, and other places
where the situation seemed serious
last night, show Uiat dtuiger of furth,
er trouble has passed.
Augusta is worried because of the
rise of the river there and the flooding f the lower part of the city, but
there has been no loss of life there.
At Camden two lives were lost, but
reports this morning say there is no
further danger, although the rivers
are at flood stage. Practically every
wire In the Camden section in tiou'h
Carolina was destroyed.
The rain
was the heaviest In years throughout
South Carolina and Georgia. The total
damage is estimated at half a million
dollars.
The reports from Augusta at 1:45
this afternoon are that the city
entirely flooded. Broad street, the
principal thoroughfare, Is four feet
under water and the merchants and
occupants of residences are making
desperate efforts to remove their
goods to upper stories. Telephone and
telegraph communications are interrupted.

Las Vegns, N. M.. Aug. 2(. (Special) News has reached here of a
shooting which occurred at Clayton
and In which Jose Duran, a former
resident of this place, his wife, and
Robert Dean, a prominent druggist of
Clayton, are the principals.
According to the story which reached here Duran had left his home ostensibly to go to his ranch at Texllne,
Texas, and returned unexpectedly late
In the evening.
He was met at the
bead of the stairs by his wife, who
held a razor In her hand and who
offered resiHtance when her husband
started upstairts.
The husband then pulled his revolver from his pocket and shot at his
wife, the bullet striking her ln the
Jaw. It Is thought the wound will prove
fatal. Duran then fired blindly ln the
dark at an object at the head of the
(stairs, which proved to be the paramour. He received only a flesh wound
In the abdomen but would have been
shot to death by the enraged husband
only that he dropped to his knees and
begged plteously for his life.

ARE DISCUSSING

PaflHrngcr
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at Sydney.

OI'lTClAJii

j

say that the;
Northern Pacific ofnclals are gettlnsri
tired of the strike and negotiations will
begin tomorro.w with a view of ending
the;
it O. J. Bury, superintendent oftoday!
road, went to Fort Williams
and it is said Important developments
will be announced from that place.

authoritative sources

INVOLVED

Ex-

Cristobal Garcia who Is charged
with stabbing Cristobal Barela, will
not be given a hearing until the extent of Bare la's injuries are known.
Leandro Barela, father of the wounded boy, said this afternoon that the
indications were that the boy would
live, though there were times when
he seemed to be losing ground. The
knife strucjc a rib and glanced and
did not penetrate very deep.
Garcia is ttlll In the county jail
and, it is understood, has not employed an attorney.
The complaint
upon which C.a was arrested charged
assault wTuh. intent to kill, and was
sworn out tn Barelas before Judge
Thomas Gurule.
AMERICAN

CITIES

Claims of All.

Salt Lake City, Aug. 26. The movean
ment to curb operations of the
in the wool market by restoring to sheepmen of the west absolute
control of the product received tae
strongest Impulse yesterday from the
executive committee
of the Wool
Growers' association at the opening
session in this city.
This body has undertaken the solution of the larger problem of national
storage for western wools and to tale-endiscussion was invited on points
of differences which hitherto kept
sentiment among the sheepmen divided.
Representatives from Chicago. St.
Joe, Minneapolis, St. Paul and Denver, were present to urge the Advantages offered by their respective
nt
cities for the establishment of
national wool market. Before
deciding upon a definite action, bow-eve- r,
the executive committee
Announced the appointment of a subby
committee headed
Fred W. Gooding, to visit the cities which are active bidders for the favor of 'wool
(AFT Will LEAVE
growers, reporting later to the national executive committee.
The members of tlie committee are:
HOT SPRINGS FRIDAY Fred W. Gooding, Shoshone,
W. B. Steeper, Cody, Wyo.j Timothy
Finney, mock springs, wyo.; w. Boon
He Will Go to Toledo, Stopping to Anderson, Boise, Idaho; J. E. Cos-gri- ff,
Rawlins, Wyo., and C. B. StewSlake Several Speecties, and
art, of Salt Lake. The committee
Will Fbib.
wilt leave here the second week in
September, and it is understood that
Hot Springs, Aug. 2. Arrangements for the departure of Tuft and further discussion of the question of
party from Hot Springs were practi- national storage will be deferred until
cally completed today. They will the report Is submitted.
leave at 8:80 Friday evening In a special car attached to the regular, train.
Newspaper correspondents
will ac- BRYAN GETS OVATION
company Taft in the special, the cost
of which will be borne by the party
AT HIS BIRTHPLACE
in common.
The first stop wil4 be Gauley at
2:17 Saturday morning.
There the
car will be sidetracked until 6:30. Tlio (Vmunoucr I Clteerel by Former
Athens, Ohio, will be reached at
TovtiiNKXle and Makes Trium.
10:40 and Taft will deliver a nonfilial Kntry.
partisan epeoch to the veterans there.
Toledo will be reached at 10 o'clock
Salem, 111., Aug. 26. Upon his ar
Saturday night and the party will
embark immediately for Middle Bass rival nere today tor a oner, visit to
Island, where Taft will spend a week the place of his birth Bryan was acor so, fishing, and some time will be corded an ovation. Although the train
Algiven to political conferences.
though the time is not definitely pulled in at the early hour of .6:80,
fixed the party will probably leave almost the entire population of the
olty turned out to greet him. At the
for Cincinnati September 7.
depot he was met by the mayor and a
reception committee of 200, over halt
mounted. The band played "Home.
MUDGE ENJOYED
Sweet Home." During the parade the
sidewalks were lined with people who
FISHING TRIP cheered themselves hoarse. After the
parade Bryan will tipeak from the
hou.se steps. Immediately after speak,
lng Bryan will leave for Topeka vis.
He and Ills Family Spent Several St. Louis and Kansas City.
Weeks on Urpcr Pecos
mid-filem-

per-me-

'Vj.t

All money or pledges of money for
this purpose should he sent to Mrs. H.
B. Ray, 611 8. Arno street, treasurer.
The house to be used as home Is to
be furnished. Any contribution of fur.
nlture, in fact, of anything whatever
needed tor the furnishing of &
house will be most gratefully
received. If you have such gifts to
bestow notify Mrs. Margaret Medler,
who Is president of the Auxiliary,
who will have your gift called for
and who will also gladly answer any
questions you wish to ask about the
work.
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26.
Goshen, Ind., Aug.
Judge
Francis K. Baker,
of the United
Stales court of appeals,
which reversed the decision of Judge Land!
fining Standard Oil $29,00u,00u, has
replied ln criticism of the court. He
said:
"It was not the Standard Oil company Incorporated ln New Jersey, the
parent concern, that was on trial, but
the Standard Oil of Indiana, an offspring undoubtedly, but a much weaker organization, but when it came to
pass judgment it was the offenses of
the parent company that the Indiana
offspring was found guilty of.
"If it was the desire of the court
to punish the Standard of New Jersey that company should have been
indicted either Jointly or separately
and brought into court. The parent
company is, of course, more or teas
responsible for the acts of the Indiana company. Every corporation has
exactly the same rights as the Individual, no more, no less."
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THE MEEKS FAMILY;
THEY VE SEPARATED
AND THE OLD IIAN
WILL PROBABLY MARRY
THE GIRL IN THE CASE.
WIT

CAUGHT WITH THE GOODS

FINED

While ths Indiana Concern Was Several Towns Want Nation
on Trial the Fine Was Really
Storage Plant But No Action Will
Assessed Arjalnst Its Parent,
be Taken Until the Committhe Company of New
tee Investigates the
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Upholds Appelate Court Ver- Growers In Session at Salt
dict Which Reversed Big
Lake Plan to, Curb OperaFine Against the
tions of the

HUBBY SAW MUSMEEK'S
HUSBAND WALKING WITH A
YOUNG LADY YESTERDAY
AND HE HAD HER BY THE
I WONDER. WHAT
ARM
MRS. MEErf THINKS ABOUT IT

A number of citizens who have become deeply interested in Albuquerque's bad boy problem, have organize 1 under the title of The Albuquerque Auxiliary to the Children's Home
Society, and have undertaken the task
of caring for delinquent children in
earnest This organization was perfected following the b'g mass meetescape.
ing held at the Elks' theater last
'
The men are still In the lower part spring and has been quietly working
of the mine and at noon a telephone to secure a truancy otiicer and a demessage was received here saying that tention home.
By an agreement between the city
the fire U burning so fiercely that
it Is Impossible for the rescuers to council and the school board a truenter the shaft or to give any aid ancy officer has been provided for,
to their companions in the depths of his salary to be paid jointly 'by the
the mine. It Is believed that the en- council and the board. The appointtombed men must surely be burned to ment has not yet been made but will
be soon and then the work will begin
death.
The fire Is said to have started at ii. earnest.
The Auxiliary has secured a seven-roo8:30 o'clock this morning, shortly
house west of Huning Castle,
after the day shift began work, and
it spread so rapdly that only the near the site of the old Hutting mill,
miners working near the entrance and this is to be titled up as a home.
were able to escape. There were a The request is made that every sonumber of miners near the entrance ciety and organization of whatever
and they all got out alive but were nature aid in this work, and that citiforced to abandon tlhelr companions zens who can uonate furniture, caretc., or money, do so. .. ... ..,,- further in the mine to their fate. Ml pets,
'
Tiis following communication relatthe ; Viars are foreigner.
It ppears that a barrel of oil ing to this matter was handed The
caught on fire and exploded, scatter- Citizen by a prominent educator;
What snail we do with the bad boy?
ing burning oil down the shaft, and
"Something- - must be done.
This
within a few minutes the fire had
spread In alt directions. It spread simply won't do. Albuquerque must
o rapidly that the miners In the nut be allowed to get the reputation
lower tiers were unable to reach the of being the home of the bad urchhaft and all avenues of escape were in."
We have heard a great many such
quickly cut off.
Officials of the company decline to remarks in the past few months and
give out details of the affair and the years. Each fresh outbreak of the
ungoverned youngster hag reminded
actual loss of life Is unknown.
us that New Mexico has no reform
schools, no juvenile courts, none of
the agencies with which other
BROWN FAILURE
try to cope with the problem
presented by the child, who because
HAS UTILE EFffCl of poor home training or inherited
criminal tendency, or sheer. Innocent
mischief misdirected, is in a fair way
fciock Harkt id Not Uneasy Work to become a curse to himself and a
menace to his town. The awakened
of i'UtuMur Tangled Affairs
teeling of need for definite action to
lU'glns.
save Albuquerque children from the
purpose of becoming tough citizens,
New York, Aug. 26. The work of which many of them seem to hold,
clearing up ihe tangled affairs of found free expression In tho big "Boy
A. O. Question" meeting
the stuck exchange firm of suspenaddressed by many
Brown and Company, whose
prominent men in the Elks' theater
yesterday,
after
was
announced
sion
last spring.
one of the moat extraordinary bursts
Out of that discussion came the orthe
on
ever
known
speculation
of
ganization known as the Albuquerque
today.
began
exchange,
New York
Auxiliary of the New Mexico Chilthat the appoint- dren's Home Society, which hopes to
It is expected uIjo investigating
comspecial
ment of a
do much to aid in the solution
of
mittee, consisting of five members of these knotty problems. After consulinquire
governors,
to
into
the board of
tation with Judge LlnJsey of Denver
the remarkuble transactions on the Juvenile court tame, with Dr. Lukens
announced
will
bt
floor Saturday last,
of the Children's Home Society, with
today.
city
and the school board
go involved are the affairs of the athedefinitecouncil
plan has at last been inwill
firm that It is expected that it
augurated.
be several days before an eslunate of
A detention home, where under the
the liabilities and assets can be made. care of an excellent matron, a delinThe failure has had much less effect quent child may be detained in prefn the market than might have been erence to Incarcerating him in the
anticipated in view of the magnitude company of hardened characters In
There the moral and physical tilth of the
transactions.
of liie iirm'
wa. however, a feeling of uneasiness. city Jail, has been secured. A truant
oflicer, whose wife will act as matron
of this home, has been employed, and
SALCOi
it It the exepectatlon that by the first
of the month the home will be ready
to receive its charges and the truant
OFFICER
Bf IsPtC'AL
ollu er 1 undertake his duties.
lo you approve this plan? Are you
ready to do your share in carrying
ne tiun Hut Had
Ho .ue C
it out? The well known Albuquerque
In HI'' t l"ll" s
sp rit, upon which we Justly pride
uikI I'stxl It.
ourselves, permits the poss.bility of
but one answer. The school board and
Duran, N. M.. Aug. 26. J. C. Mar-jue- z the city government pay the salary of
a haloonkeeper, was t,hot and the truant officer, each assuming half
kllli-M'm'.iy afternoon at 4 o'clock of the obligation. His efforts would
In the fltrht Miller be well nigh useless, however, withby J. W. M.ller.
injured being shot out the detention home. The salary of
was also seii
the matron, the rent of the home. Its
thri.UKli the h p and shoulder.
"Smukey" Miller is a special oflleer furnishing and maintenance Is asin t!ie employ of the Southwestern sumed by the Auxiliary In the confiRallP' i company at Duran, and was dence that you will back them In so
yesterday railed to the business dis- Imperatively necessary an undertaktrict "f t lie town, where Marquex wai ing.
it is hoped and believed that every
cremlns a r'ot an! terrorizing the
Miller succeeded in taking lodge, club, society, business firm,
cltiz us
the pistol from Marquez. but when church organization and citizen, evthe place Mar- erybody In Albuquerque will contribattempting to leu
ques dre-- another ciin and fired. Mi- ute. Won't you see that the man or
ller reit:veJ a bullet In the rUht hip the woman for whom you are personanj another In the right shoulder be- ally responsible, the order to which
fore be could return the fire. His you belong and with which you have
shots took gooi effect and Marquei influence, will contribute to this most
worthy of causes and do It now. Faildied Instantly.
Miller was later sent to Alamogor-d- o ure to make a success of this underfor treatment and his wife and taking would be a serious handicap
daughter of El Paso notified. He was to any future effort along this line,
formerly a well known cattleman of and certainly we are all ready to
1 Pu.tv and also holds a commis back up our words about this matter
sion as deputy sheriff In this county.1 and make good upon it right today.

t'iuiil'!

-- Local s (inf-

REPLIES WOOL ASSOCIATION

DECISION

the worst disasters in the history of
this part of the southwest occurred
east of
at Haileyvllle, fifteen miles twenty-five
here, today, when between
and thirty miners were entombed
In the Hailey-Ol- a
coal mine No. 1,
as the result of a fierce fir which is
now raging In the mine and which,
it is believed, has cut off all means of

1

BAKER

TO CRITICISM

WRONG

A Barrel of Oil Caught Fire and All Societies and public Spirited
Exploded, Scattering Flames In
Citizens are Asked to Aid In
All Directions and Miners
Solving a Vexatious Problem
Were Caught Before They
and to Save trie Youth
Could Reach Shaft.
of This City
,
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Standard Oil.
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I FOX

NEEDS ASSISTANCE

WORK OF RESCUE

McAlester,

JUDGE

FORECAST

ers tonight or Thursday.

li)08.

THE OLD

Thirty Employes of HalleyOla Truancy Officer Will Be Appointed and Detention
Mine In Oklahoma Will
Homi Furnished for
Probably be Burned
the Children
to Death.
FLAMES PREVENT
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THE WAY SOME OF US DO

10 SOLVE

Denver.
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MINE

DISASTERS

Pittsburg, Aug. 28. A conference
with mining conditions existing In the L'n ted States, and the
great number of fatalities resulting
from mine accidents. Is being held
here. Victor Watteyne, chief of the
Belgian department of mines, who arrived yesterday from New York as
a guest of the United States government, Is conferring with Clarence
Hall of the United Ktates geological
survey, who Is In charge of the governmental experiment station here,
and J. W. Paul, chief of the department of mines of West Virginia. A
thorough Investigation of the mine
disasters in this state Is to be made,
and lat'T the Hanna mine In Wyoming, where seventy miners met death,
will be vlfdted.
g

FIREMAN

KILLED

Train

Jll'url

Was

Derailed

and Several Were
Badly Hurt.

II. U. Mudge, general manager of MAKE NATIONAL
the Rock Island system, and his fam.
Ily, arrived In this city yesterday in
PARK AT CLGUDCROFT
his private car, having Just come from
a 24 days outing spent in his cabin

on the Upper Pecos, to which place
he goes with his family each year on
a fishing expedition.
He
Mr. Mudge Is a great angler.
reports that IT days of the 24 which
he spent up there were of a very
rainy variety and naturally this was
a great draw back to good fishing, the
streams at that time being very
muddy. Mr. Mudge Is well known in
this city, having formerly occupied
various position with the Santa Fe
system.
party Is en route to their home
la ln The
Chicago, 111., and judging from
the nut brown color of their faces,
a pleasant outing was enjoyed.

Springfield, Mo.. Aug. 16. Northbound passenger train No. IOC of the
Bt. Douls & San Francisco railway,
known as the southeastern limited,
running between Birmingham, Memphis and Kansas City, was partially
derailed early this morning two miles
twenty
north of Brandsville, Mo
miles from the Arkansas state Une.
was
James J. O'Neill, fireman,
killed, H. B. Colvln the engineer, fatally scalded, the mall clerk probably
fatally injured, and several passengers more or less hurt. The engine,
mall and baggage cars were overThe
turned and badly damaged.
smoker Mt the tracks but remained
upright. The chair car and two Pullmans remained on the track.
The accident was due to a defective
ra 1 according to a telephone report.

The Ladies of the O. A. R. will
serve dinner Saturday at Elks' banquet hall, commencing at 11:80.
Among other good things there will
be a strictly New England dish that
everyone likes.
IiAST ItBGIMKNT IJ2AYKS.
Springfield. 111., Aug. 18. The Seventh infantry, the last complete regiment to remain on riot duty, left here
for Chicago this morning. No excitement attended the departure.

Sacramento Country May lie
Aside if the ltcjwrt llctte

Set

ltoortuvelU

The El Paso Herald has the following to say in regard to creating a national park at Cloudcroft:
D. D. Bronson, chief inspector for
the forest service ln New Mexico, left
here today for Cloudcroft to Join R.
F. Burgee end H. B. Stevens on
trip through the Sacramento country
with a view to making a report to the
president on Its value as a national
park.
It Is the desire to have the Cloudcroft country and the Indian reeerv
tlon set aside as a national park, and
maintained forever by the government for the benefit of the people,
and when Mr. B urges brought up the
matter before the president Mr. Roosevelt said he would like to have a report on It. The result was the appointment of a commission by Mayor
Sweeney to Inspect the district and
make a report to the president.

FIllKMKN INJURED.
Phlladephla, Aug. 26. Fire today
destroyed the building of the Over-broFINK BT ARMS nVRN.
Carpet company in the outAmsterdam, N. T., Aug. 28. Geit.
Stephen Senford'a Hurricane farm skirts of the city. About a doten.
near here Is reported to be burning. firemen were hurt when the wall fell,
Over 800 horses, Including many well the most seriously Injured sustaining
known runners, axe quartered on the a broken leg. The loss Is estimated,
at $350,000.
farm.
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PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY
W S. STKICKLEK
PRESIDENT

nt

MANAGING EDITOR

StttSClUPTIOX RATES.

OH fmr by mall In advance
tocmtli by nuiil
ttomb bjr currier within cltj limit

,

95.00
50
00

diNo less than five petitions for
vorce were filed in the Cochise county
court last week.
Ekxrml m scornd-clas- s
tnfttUT at the INwtolTlce of Albuquerque, N. M.,
onnrtr.iie takes the record for the
Act of Congress of Marcli 3, 187.
highest heat this summer in Arizona,
thermometer having climbed xo
The only Illustrated dally tmwrimjiht In New Mexico and the bet ad- - the
114.
medium of the Southwest.
Tamea Khen a miner In the Hoat- ALslCQCERQrE CITIZEN IS:
son
shaft of the Superior & Pittsburg
tiie leading Republican daily and weekly newspaper of the Southwest. at Bisbee,
was caught In a cave-I- n
The advocate of Republican principles and Uie "Square Deal."
Tnursday afternoon and crushed to
death.
AiincocEnorE crnzELN has:
Piiatmnslpr Mullen of Tempe has
TTe finer equipped Job department In New Mexlotf.
Hie latent reporu by Associated JTews and Auijiary New Service.
received a letter from the postal de-i- n
reaard to the possibility
of the use of motorcycles on rural
"WE GET TLfE HEWS FIRST."
routes out of that town.
STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"
Tk phonniT nenuhllcan announces
We favor the Immediate admission of the territories of New Mexico ana
that It has authority for the statement
aVrtBon
aa separataf states In the Union. Republican National Platform.
I
that William B. Cleary or msDee win
be the Independence league candidate
for delegate to Congress.
A
cnstlnr 146.000 Is to be
built at the territorial Institution for
Cect
the Insane at Phoenix. The board of
control has already accepted plans
The renomlnation of Delegate W. H. Andrews was opposed principally and is advertising for bids.
by the Las Vegas Optic and. the Albuquerque Morning Democrat. The few
to Section Director Je- Democratic papers throughout the territory opposed the nomination because sunofskv of the Phoenix weather bu
they realized that with Andrews at the head of the ticket the Republican reau enough rain (has fallen through
party would sweep the territory as In years past, and Larraxolo would be out the territory to last until next
even worse defeated than he was In the last election.
The object of the winter. In other words It's Jesunoffcy.
Morning Democrat in opposing Andrews Is too well known to need repetition,
Twenty convicts In addition to the
but the Las Vegas Optic opposed him because of Us home candidate, C. A.
original force hava been sent from
Spies.
to the building of the new pen
' Now that the nomination has been made and the Santa Fe convention Tuma
Florence, and seventy more wm
at
clearly demonstrated the sentiment of a majority of Republicans of the terri- soon be sent to work on the prison.
tory, the Optic lines up with the party, and In the following editorial pledges
Prominent bucks of the Taqul In- Ita support to the nominee.
Says the Optic:
uian village near Phoenix, after a
It has been observed that the factions In the Democratic party fight all Drotracted spree, started a riot, but
the time while the Republicans light until election day and then get together. were easily quelled by a constable,
The law that the majority rules Is the foundation for the success of every who captured two of the ring leaders.
organization, political or otherwise, and the present situation In New Mexico
ThA owner of Rn almond orchard
Is one that calls for Its Btrlct observance.
near Mesa Is harvesting his first crop
pounds of
The Republicans who fought the nomination of Mr. Andrews In the con- and expects to have 4,000acres,
mey
five
from
nuts
hulled
vention did so for reasons they considered good and sufficient.
The battle
waa a fair one, the majority of their party decided against them, and It Is
now time to forget past differences and present a solid front to the enemy.
The coming campaign will be hard fought.
For the first time in years
the Democrats enter the fight with some confidence and for that reason will
DAILY.SHORT STORIES
make a more strenuous effort to win,
Th Issues dependent upon the result
are of the utmost Importance.
The outcome will determine whether our
hopes of statehood are to be realized, or whether it Is to be lost through our
own stupidity.
THE CNSEXTIMENTAL HKNXKIt.
The members of Congress look at the statehood question from the prac
tical standpoint.
Political expediency will largely dictate their votes on this
By Samuel Peters,
aa on all other questions and it is tolly to suppose that a Republican ConIn the SouthI was employed
gress will again recognize the statehood claims of Democratic territory, how- west
Africa service by the German
ever much we may argue our resources, population, and general fitness for government
for three years In the
ell government.
'l)0s. My duties consisted of giving
A delegate Is at best only a licensed beggar, and his power of accom- - certain pills and potions to the white
plishment depends wholly on the personal relations he Is able to form with men when the fever light appeared
those who hold what he seeks.
In their eyes, and In filling out certain
Mr. Andrew Is on the best of terms with the Congressional leaders, blanks
which were duly pent home to
get
how
experience
to
how
approach
to
has taught him
knows
them and his
government when some of the
the
years
past
his
amply demonstrates
two
what he wants.
His record for the
white men yielded up the ghost.
ability along those lines. It' would be a year before Mr. Larrazolo would get said
Louis
Kenner was a big, round-face- d
recog
get
even an Introduction to the speaker, twice that before he would
with a blonde mus- (rerman,
asking
position
on
favors nAVn
of
nition
the floor, and even then he would be In the
thp
.
mi
...- ...... t t:lUA
iiq v. ii. i .in. ramA
injur
ini
gag
a
In
his mouth, post at Otchlkoto. He was ' very Icon- from his political enemies.
With his hands tied and
spectator.
unimportant
pass
him by as an
the procession of events would
scienttous about his work, seeming
We have many claims to press before Congress.
Let us send a man who to plunge Into It wih an avidity that
get
an opportunity to present them.
can at least
was Insatiable. I warned him against
Northern New Mexico Is to be one of the principal battlegrounds of the overwork pointing out that the sysago
years
gains
campaign.
made the
It was here that the Democrats two
of the white man is not made to
They count Republican tem
upon which their present hope of success is based.
bear up under the plagues of Southdiscontent as their most valuable asset.
west Africa. I also pointed out that
It Is true that the Republicans of this portion of the terrlory would the fever sickness creeps upon one
have preferred a different man at the head of their ticket, but the denial of with the silence of the cougar and
their wishes will now give them an opportunity not only to show their party strikes one down almost as quickly
loyalty but also their desire to vote for the candidate upon whoBe victory as that animal.
their own Interests are vitally 'dependent.
I
only laughed.
But Renner
He who will not heartily support the nominee of his party convention went down to his station again two
writes himself down as a party traitor and, in the present Instance, as one weeks after I first saw him, and
blind to his own good.
In
change
was astonished at the
The Optic did what little it could against the nomination of Mr. Andrews. him. His round cheeks were sunken
Now that he has been named, It will give him its honest and earnest support, and he had the appearance of a man
not only because he Is the nominee of the party to which we belong, but also already half way In the grave. I had
because of our belief that he is head and shoulders above Mr. Larrazolo and seen the approach of the fever sickthat the immediate future of the territory depends upon his election.
ness too often not to know what It

F

Andrews"

V.

mant.

3fic Bad Boy Probtem
The action of the Albuquerque Auxiliary to the Children's Home Society
In providing a home for delinquent children and a truant officer to look after
juvenile offenders Is highly commentable as being the first step taken In Albuquerque toward correcting wayward youth. Conditions heretofore have
made it Impossible to give Juvenile offenders the care and attention due them.
While In a figurative sense the hand of every man has been against a boy
who went wrong, the boys knew It was Impossible to punish them as their
misdeeds demanded, and this feeling of security gave them greater license.
The appointment of an ofllcer, whose special duty shall be to look after the
bad boys and to train thein In the way they should go, will relieve the local
police force of a situation with which It could not adequately cope because
.
It will relieve the average citizen of fear
of the lack of laws fitting
far his property and will benefit the boys because providing them with one to
take the place of the parents who should train them, but who, too often, are
lacking in the necessary qualification's.
With the exercise of good Judgment In the selection of a truant ofllcer
the bad boy problem In Albuquerque should be speedily solved.
the-ase-

The meeting of King Kdward and Emperor William
to have prepared the way for a definite settlement of I lie
estrangement.
This must be taken with some
rather than monarchs now make Intel national sentiment.
it 1h an interesting phase of modern diplomacy which ii
arch traveling about In the Interest of peace. Formerly
chiefly active in sirring up wars.

"Kenner. you've got to take a rest,"
said, putting as much professional
sternness into my voice as possible.
You'vegot to telegraph and be relieved Immediately. They'll send Reltz
out In your place."
"No, I shall not take a rest," replied Renner with that cool, phleg
matic tone which was always aggravating to me.
"Do you know that if you re
main here it will cost your life withI said slowly and as
in a month?"
Impressively as possible, for I saw I
had a man of strong determination to
deal with. "Do you know that you
will be lying In your grave out there
under the bamboos five weeks from
the present time as surely as the sun
Is In the Heavens?"
"oh. perhaps not so bad as that,"
wild Kenner as he reached for his
tobacco und filled his b'g pipe. "At
any rate 1 will not be relieved. I
can probably hold out until the rainy
season sets In."
insisted further and after a silence - during w hich I thought he w as
consenting, Kenner said:
I

at Cronberg
long-existin-

g

I

said

Anglo-Oerma-

n

Peoples
reserve.
At the samp time
presented by monthe sovereigns were

William J. Ilryan ban been presented with a trick mole by t lie Minnesota
Society.
The mule the dispatches tiil ut, hid been trained to permit no one t ride him. and whi n an eastern newspaper correspondent attempted to break in on his training he was throw to the ground and
Evidently the mule Is
sustained contusions of the head and a bruised leg.
no brother of the Democratic donkey, who h.' been tramej to let Ilryan
ride him any time he wants to.

8tate Agricultural

New York milliners who have returned from P.iris say that next season's
Hyle in hats will be the antlth s a of the "Merry Widow." Exceeding small
phrase
"as a pinhead to an umbrella" Is the way one of the home-comeThe
It.
Milliners kniws their business no les perfectly than tailors.
tsrenter the contrast between lat season's .nd this, the greater the wearer's
outlay.

Distrusting the banks, a Moriillton. Ark., man burled $10,000 In greenFor the decay. ng mass which he dug up the
backs In an old pal! In 1904.
n able to collect f it 7 ii . thanks to the efforts of a treasother day he has
ury redemption expert.
Sometime a f .ol und li id money have great and
undeserved luck
.

Candidate Debs declares that the old parties are without an Issue In tills
You may have not ced that every ardmit Socialist believes that
campaign.
Socialism is the only really important thing In the world.
The Sunday school books will not be liable to record the case of the
Kansas man who expired thirty minutes after winning a game of checkers;
although there are different ways of eying happy.

1
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HAPPENINGS

Five-cebeer has again Invaded
regime of
Tucson, after a ten-ceseveral months' duration.
A Catholic church Is to he built at
to
Mesa shortly, and subscriptions
the fund have been large.

WILLIAM P. BROGAN

citizen.

will sell for fifteen to twenty cents

Trie board of supervisors of Cochise
county have appointed E. F. Williams
immigration commissioner at a salary
of 150 a month and the privilege of
spending 12,600 a year to attract settlers to the county.

(Incorporated)

The Presbyterian school for Pima
and Papago Indians at Tucson Is rap.
completion. Sometime
Idly nearlng
ago the old school buildings were
sold and 160 acres of land purchased
three miles from Tucson. The change
cost about $60,000.

Wholesale

Two opium fiends at Blsbee are
under arrest charged with attempting
to smuggle opium across the line
from Mexico. They had $7 worth of
the drug when arrested. The horse
and buggy which they were using
were also confiscated by the officers.

Grocers

The old mission of San Xavler,
near Tucson, which Is said to be the
oldest as well as the most beautiful
and best preserved of any. Is rapidly
crumbling and Bishop Oranjon Is
making an effort to have It repaired
and taken care of.

Wool Hide and Pelt
Dealers

The California Development company Is spending $30,000 In repairing
the Alamo waste gate in the Imperial
country. This is expected to meet all
needs for a few years or until arrangements can bp completed to put
in cement work that will cost $250,-00-

0.

Albuquerque and Las
Vegas

Love's young dream has been rudely shattered again. Two young girls
at Phoenix who eloped with a couple
of actors have been waiting several
days at Wickenburg for the return
of their husbands, the party having
separated to avoid trouble with the
parents of the girls. The husbands
have failed so far to return.
Sunday closing was given Its first
trial at Tempe last Sunday and according to report it worked satisfactorily, to both saloon men and temperance advocates as well as the patrons of the wet goods dispensaries.
The saloons are permitted to remain
open and to sell soft drink" and cigars, hut no liquor, and this arrangement seems to suit both sides.
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tlla mountain canyons though It has!
not been decided yet which one. About
fifty of the students are planning to!
go on this picnic.
Work on the University building Is
nearlng completion very rapidly and
within another week or two all of thel
improvements and additions will be
complete.

'a

' Sores ami Ulcers are Indication of impure blood. They show that the
circulation has become infected with germs and poisons, which are bein
constantly discharged into the open place to irritate the delicate nerves,
tissues and surrounding flesh and keep the sore in a state of inflammation
and disease. Whether these impurities in the blood are the result of some
debilitating sickness, an old taint from a former disease, or whether it is
hereditary bad bkxid, there is but one way to cure sons and ulcers, and that
is to purify the blood. Washes, salves, lotions, etc., are often beneficial
because of their cleansing, antiseptic effects, but nothing applied to the
Surface can reach tlie blood, where the real cause is, and therefore cannot
cure. K. S. S. is the remedy for sores and ulcers of every kind. It gets down
to the very ldtom of the trouble and removes every trace of impurity or
poison, and makes a lasting cure. S. S. S. changes the quality of the circulation, so that instead of feeding the diseased parts with impurities, il
nourishes and heals the irritated, inflamed flesh und causes the ulcer to
fill in with healthy tissue by supplying it with pure, rich blood.
Hook
on Sores and Ulcers and any medical advice desired sent free to all who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA. GA.
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IMVIiliSITY XOTKS.
Miss Ethel Hlckcy of the department of English of the University of
New Mexico h is Just presented to the
I'liiverslty a collection of pictures of

HEALS

Kelly

Gffoss

"You know Reitz has a wife. If
she came out here it would kill her.
She Is afraid all the time he will be
sent here. She is not strong."
"How do you know that?" I demanded. "I never heard you were
acquainted with Reltz. You came
from different places at Home."
Renner smoked a moment In sl- knoe. his face turned from me.
"We went together to Lelpslg university four yens," n said at last.
"His wife was a Lcipslg girl."
There was a strange softness In the
big fellow's voice as he spoke which
caused me to look at him shnrply,
On his face 1 read at once his secret.
The Germans are an undemonstrative
race, but I stepped forward and our
hands met In the clasp of men whose
hearts arp too full for words.
"Kenner." I said, and my vof.e
trembled so that I felt ashamed.
"Kenner. you are a finer man than
1 ever dreamed
of being."
The big man blushed and on the
eyes
he kept cast down
lashes of the
I could see tears.
It needed no more
to teel me what Reltz's wife had once
ueen to Kenner back lu Lelpslg.
"Yes I think I can hold out til'
the rainy season," he said calmly, as
we parted.
He lived for over six weeks, most
of that time by the simple force of
his will, and by the time Reltz ar
rived with his wife to take the post
th.; plague had been driven out of
the bmd for that year at least.

literary. landmarks
English
and
scenes associated with English literature. They were collected by her
during her recent trip through Europe and will prove of great value to
Include
the school. The subjects
photographs of Windsor Castle,
Castle. Canterbury Cathedral.
Shakespeare's Birthplace, Anne Hath-ewaycottage and Burns' birthplace,
a photographic reproduction of the
only authentic portrait of Burns by
Maysmith. a rubbing of the Shakespeare epitaph and two rare olj prints
of Chaucer's Canterbury Pilgrims by
William Blake.
They have all been artistically
framed by Newcomer and are now on
exhibition at his picture-framin- g
store.
Prof. Hodgln returned last night
from Mountalnalr, where he entertained the Chautauqua with his lecture on "The Story of the Stars." He
leports the attendance while small as
being very enthusiastic.
The students are arranging to hold
r
annual picnic on next Saturday.
Th.. picnic w ill be to one of the San- -

& Co

Gffoss "Kelly
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cases per day, the rec
for this year
-i- OEUGAlE ANLRtlVS
C.230 cases, or 37,380 cans.
Besides the Hawaiian
Pineapple
company's plant there are eight other
ASKED 10 ATTEND
canneries in the territory,
and the
total pack for this year will be be- tween 3.10 000 and 400,000 cases. At Opening of nrjmhlioun
'uiiiMiign In
the present time there are about 4,- -'
State of Ohio SfixcmtM-- r 5.
Buu acres of land planted in pine-- !
apples, although a third or more of' Hon. V. II. Andrews, delegate to
FRUIT CANNING IS
this acreage has not yet come into Congress from New Mexico, was)
bearing. The pineapple industry in honored today with an lnvitatlon to
the territory Is scarcely more than attend the opening of the Republican
five years old, but already Is second campaign In the state of Ohio, which
only to sugar In Importance,
will be the noteworthy meeting of th
Althouirh a lnrze nunntltv of fraph ' party leaders ot the year. The open- jiri-- t t uniicry In the World Is
fruit Is now shipped to the mainland,! Ing wl" take Ilace at Columbus, O.,
at Honolulu and Kxports
t' e Krowers eenerallv nrefcp tn Mn September 6. and It is doubtful if Mr.
tHe'r product owing to the irregular AnJrews wl" be ab'e to attend as he
Are Ijarge.
ity of steamers and the danger of' wU1 be ,n tne tn'tk of hi campaign
overstocking the markets. Besides 1,1 the territory. Among the speakers
Honolulu, Aug. 26. The largest this many of the
pineapple men hold! Bl;heuued to attend the affair are An.
fru t cannery in the world is located that the canned fruit is In no wlse'drew u Harris, Charles K. Highes
at Honolulu. This Is the great plant Inferior t the fresh, and a great an(1 AIbert J. Beverldge.
0,. the Hawaiian Pineapple company many persons
rs
The invitation received by Mr.
In Hawaii, and the can- and 1U product la exclusively pineap- themselves in their own house-- ! drews follows:
pis.
Columbus. Ohio. August, 1908.
holds, use the preserved In preference
The factory covers an area of be- - to the fresh fruit. It is less trouble, You are respectfully Inv ted to at-t- o
a.'id a half and three acres!
tween
prepare for the table, and any ex-- 1 U"J at Youngstown. Ohio. Saturday,
and employs during the packing sea- - cessive acidity seems to be neutral-- 1 Seut- 190s. the opening of the He-l-ei
son (July and August) from 750 to,
In the preserving process w'th-- ! publican campaign In Ohio the stats
ttiv men aim women, principally Jap- out In any way detracting from thel which presents to tho nation ths
anese and Hawaiians.
del, cat? flavor.
Although but a few party's candidate for president,
The fruit is brought from the plan, years on the market, Hawaiian pine- - ' Please notify the chairman of your
ZD
factory, apples seem to have met with almost acceptance.
tation,
miles from the
In freight cars, and from 15 to 30 instant favor throughut the United
HENRY A. WILLIAMS,
cim of fruit per day are disposed of, Slates where it has been introduced. W. H. PH1PPS,
Chairman.
average
or an
of about 250 tons.
Secretary.
lathe-like
The pines are pared in
Special Committee: A. V. Alderman
O ironic DliurlKK-- a Cuml.
machines, of wh eh there are forty In
O. K. Bare, Edgar A. Bowman, John
years
"My father has for
been H. Fitch, Thomas W. Fleming.
tills particular plant, after which they
go through coring, shaping, and slic- troubled with chronic diarrhoea, and
Ohio Republican State Executive
every
means possible to effect a Committee.
ing machines, when they are placed tried
fillcure,
women,
H.
without avail," writes John
In cans by
the cans then
ed with granulated sugar syrup by Zirkle of Phlllppi. W. Va. "He saw
IT RE C.rSF-- mo i.m ;e.
caps
crimp, Chamberlain's Colle Oholera and Diarautomatic machinery, the
Aug. 26. Damage approxOmaha.
ed on. and In big crates are carried rhoea Remedy advertised tn the Phll
through a long tank of boiring water lppi Republican and decided to try it. imating 1100,060 was caused by a fir
wulch heats the fruit Just sufficiently The result Is one bottle cured him that Ftarted in the coal chutes of ths
Omaha Wagon works at East Omaha
for preserving without really cooking, and he bus not .u.Icred with the
'or eighteen months. Before this morning. The log to the wagon
by the time it reaches the opposite
taking this remedy he was a oonatant work is about 170.000 and to the
end.
of the Omaha Saddle Tree comThe cans are labeled and packed In I sufferer. He Is now sound and well. plant
of
rases of two doxen cans to the cas. and although sixty years old, can do pany about 120.000. The big plant
The output of the Hawaiian Pine- as much work as a young man." Bold the Carter White Lead aworks caught
slight loss.
Are but was saved with
apple company's plant averages from by all druggists.
4.D00 to 5,000

ord
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nunciation ror any device or attempt
to gain from a Judge special personal
consideration or favor. A
Independence in the discharge
of professional duty, without dental or
diminution of the courtesy and respect due the judge's station, is the
only proper foundation for cordial
personal and official relations between
bench and bar.
When Councel for an Indigent
Prisoner. A lawyer assigned as counought
sel for an indigent prisoner
not to ask to be excused for any trivial reason, and should always exert
his best effort in his behalf.
The Defense or Prosecution ot
Bar Association Has Prepared loose Accused of Crime. It Is the
right of the lawyer to undertake the
Codejor the Guidance of defense of a person accused of crime,
regardless of hls personal opinion as
Lawyers of Country
to the guilt of the accused; otherwise
Innocent persons, victims only of suspicious circumstances, might be deSeattle, Wash., Aug. 26 While the nied proper defense. Having under- usual annual sessions of the Ameri- talrAn Kimh Hpfrninii. thn Iflavar Ifl
can Bar association heretofore have bound by all fair and honorable
been devoted to speech making,
means, to present every defense that
and the election of officers, the law of the land perm Its, to the end
this year's association meeting differs that no person may be deprived ot
materially on account of recent aglta. life or liberty, but by due process of
tlon to establish a code of ethics for law.
the guidance of members of the assoThe primary duty of a lawyer engenerally
ciation
and attorneys
gaged In public prosecution is not to
throughout the United States.
but to see that Justice is done.
It Is probable that such a code will convict,
suppression of facts or the sebe adopted during the meeting now The
esIn session here and a. code has been creting ot witnesses capable of acthe innocence of the
prepared which w.ll be presented to tablishinghighly
reprehensible.
is
the association and which will prob- cused
Adverse lmluence and Contlictlng
ably be auopted. This code is as folInterests. It Is the duty of the lawlows;
yer at the time of retainer to disclose
Preamble.
to the client all the c rcumstances of
In America, where the stability of his relations to the parties, and intercourts and of all departments of gov- est in or connection with Ui controernment rusts upon the approval of versy, which might influence the
the people, K is peculiarly essential client in the selection of counsel.
that the system for establishing and
It is unprofessional to represent
conflicting Interests, except by exdispensing Justice be developed to
high point of efficiency and eo main- press consent of all concerned given
tained that the publie shall have ab- after a full disclosure of-- the facts.
solute conlidence in the integrity and Within the meaning of this canon, a
impartiality of lis administration. The lawyer represents conflicting interfuture of the republic, to a great ex- ests when, in behalf of one client. It
tent, depends upon our maintenance is his duty to contend for that which
of Justice pure and unsullied. It can- duty to another client requires him to
not be eo maintained unless the con- oppose.
The obligation to represent the
duct and the motives of the members
of our profession are such as to merit client with undivided fidelity and not
to divuldge his secrets or confidences
the approval of all Just men.
forbids also the subsequent acceptThe Canon of Ethics.
ance of retainers or employment from
No code or set of rules can be framed, w hich will particularize all the du- others in matters adversely affecting
ties of the lawyer in the varying any lnterst ot the client with respect
phases of litigation or In all the rela- to which confidence has been reposed.
Professional Colleagues and Contions ot professional life. The following canons of ethics are adopted flicts of Op.nion. A client's proffer ot
additional
of
counsel
by the American liar Association as assistance
a general guide, yet the enumeration should not be regarded as evidence
ot particular duties should not be con- of want of confidence, but the matstrued as the denial of the existence ter should be left to the determination
of others equally imperative, though of the client. A lawyer should decline
the association as colleague if it is obnot specifically mentioned:
The Duty of the Lawyer to the jectionable to the original counsel, but
Courts. It is the duly of the lawyer if the lawyer first retained Is relieved,
to maintain toward the courts a res- another muy come Into the case.
When lawyers Jointly associated in
pectful attitude, not for the sake of
the temporary Incumbent of the Judi- a cause cannot agree as to any matcial office, but for the maintenance of ter vital to the Interest of the client,
Its supreme Importance. Judges, not the conflict of opinion should be
being wholly free to defend them- frankly stated to him for his final de- Ilia decision should oe
selves, are peculiarly entitled to re termination.
ceive the support of the bar against accepted unless the nature of the difunjust criticism and clamor. When- ference makes it Impracticable for the
ever there I proper ground for cari- lawyer whose judgment has been
effectively.
ous complaint of a Judicial oflicer, it overruled to
Is the right and duty of the lawyer to In this event It U his duty to ask the
'
to relieve him.
submit h.a grievances to the proper j client
direct or indirect in any way
authorities. In euoh cases, but not to Efforts
encroach upon the business of an- -,
Otherwise, such charges should be encouraged and the person making other lawyer, are unworthy ot those
who should be brethren at the bar;
them should be protected.
The Selection of Judges, It is the but nevertheless It is the right of any
duty of the bar to endeavor to prevent lawyer, without fear or favor, to give
proper advice to those seeking refrom
political considerations
lief against unfaithful or neglectful
Judicial fitness In the selection of judges. It should protest ear- counsel, generally after communicanestly and activHy against the ap- tion with the lawyer of whom the
pointment or election of those who complaint is made.
Advising Upon the Merits of a
are unsuitable for the bench; and it
should wtrive to have elevated thereto Client's Cause A lawyer should enonly those willing to forego other em- deavor to obtain full knowledge of
ployments, whether of a business, pol- his client's cause before advising
itical or other character, which may thereon, and he Is bound to give a
embarrass their free and fair con- candid op.nion of the merits and
sideration of questions before them tt--probable result of pending or con-- j
plated litigation.
The mlscar-- ;
lor decision. The aspiration of lawyers f'ir judicial position should le riages to which justice Is subject, by
governed by an impart al estimate of reason of surprises and disappolnt-- I
their abi.ity to add honor to the office merits In evidence and witnesses, and
and not by a desire for the distinction through mistakes of juries and errors
the posit on may bring to themselves. of courts, even though only occasion
Attempts to Exert 1'ersonal lnuence al, admonish lawyers to beware of
on the Court. Marked attention and bold and confUI. nt assurances to
unusual hospitality on the part of the clients, especially where the employlawer to a judge, uncalled for by ment may depend upon suoh assur,
lawyer to a
uncalled for by ance. Whenever the controversy will
Ject both the juilne and the lawyer to admit of fair adjustment the client
misconstructions of motive and should should be advised to avoid or to end
be avoi ied. A lawyer should not com- the litigation.
Negotiations With Opposite Party
municate or argue privately with the
Judge as to tile merits of a pending A lawyer should not In any way comcause, und he deserves rebuke and de municate upon the subject of contro- -
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verey with a parry represented by witness for Ms client, eccept as to their conduct, the magnitude of the
counsel; much leas should he under- merely formal matters, such as the Interests Involved, the importance of
take to negotiate or compromise the attestation or cu.tody of an instru the lawyer's positions, and all other
matter with him, but should deal only ment and the like, he should leave like
defy the traditions
with his counsel. It Is Incumbent upon the trial of the case to other counsel. and lower the tone of our high callthe lawyer most particularly to avoid Except when enwentteU to the ends of ing, and are Intolerable.
everything that may tend to mislead Justice, a lawyer should avoid testifyStirring Up Litigation, Directly or
Through Agents. It 4s unprofessiona party not represented by counsel, ing In court in behalf of his client.
and he should not undertake to adNewspaper Discussion of Pending al for a lawyer to volunteer advice
vise him. as to the law.
Newspaper publications to bring a lawsuit, except in rare cases
Litigation.
where ties of blood, relationship or
Acquiring Interest in Litigation.- - by a lawyer as to pending or anticiThe lawyer should not purchase any pated litigation may Interfere with a trust make it his duty to lo so. StirInterest In the subject matter of the fair trial in the courts and otherwise ring up strife and litigation is not
litigation ninth he is conducting.
prejudice the due administration of only unprofessional, but it is indictcommon law. It is disreputDealing With s Trust Prparty.
Justice. Generally they are to be able at
Money of the client or other trust condemned.
hunt up defects in titles or
If the exLreme circum- able tocauses
of action and inform
property coming 4nto possession or stances of a particular case justify other
the lawyer should be reported a statement to the public, It Is un-- thereof In order to be employed to
promptly, and except with the client's
otesslonal to make It anonymously, biii.g suit, or to bietAl 1 ligat.ci by
knowledge and consent should not be .An ix parte reference to the fact seeking out those witn claims for per
commingled with his private property fhould not go beyond quotation front sonal Injuries or those having any
' I
or be used by him.
the records and papers on file In the other grounds of action In oru.-- to
as clients, or to ei. ploy
Fixing the Amount of the Fee. In court; but even In extreme cases It secure Chr-fixing fees, lawyers should avoid Is better to avoid any ex parte state- ngent or runners for like purp men,
or to pay or reward, directly PT incharges which overestimate their ad- ment.
vice and services, as well as those
Punctuality and Kxped tlon. It is directly, those who bring or influence
which undei value them. A client's the duty of the lawyer, not only to the bringing ot such cases to his of
ability to pay cannot Justify a charge his cl.ent, but also to the courts and fice, or to remunerate policemen,
in excess of the value of the service, to the public, to be punctual in at- couit or jirlson officials, physician,
hospital attaches or othei-- who may
though his poverty may Justify a less tendance, and to be concise and dicharge, or even none at all. The rect in the trial and disposition ot succeed, unileir the guise of giving disinterested friendly advice, in influreasonable requests of brother law- cause.
the criminal, the sick and tne
yers, and of their widows and orCandor and Fairness. The conduct encing
phans without ample means, should of the "lawyer before the court and Injured, the ignorant or others, to
seek his professional acrv.ces. A
receive special aiid klndiy considerawith other lawyers should bo characduty to the public and to the protion.
terized by candor and fa rness.
fession devolves upon eveiy number
In determining the amount of the
It Is not candid or fair for the of
the bar, having knowledge of such
fee, it is proper to consider: (1) the lawyer knowingly to misquote tha
time and labor required, the novelty contents of a paper, the testimony of practices upon the part of any pracimmediately to inform thereand difficulty of the questions Involv- a witness, the language or the argu- titioner,
ed and the skill requisite properly to ment of opposing counsel, or the lan- of to the end that Ulu offended: may
conduct the cause; (2) whether the guage of a decision or a text book; be disbarred.
Upholding the Honor of the Proacceptance of employment in the par- or, with knowledge of its invalidity,
withticular ease will preclude the law- to cite us authority a decision that fession. Lawyers should exposeproper
yer's appearance for others in cases has been overruled, or "a statute that out tear or favor before the
likely to arise out ot the transaction, has been repealed; or in argument to tribunals corrupt or dishonest conduct
and in which there is a reasonable assert as a fact that which has not in the profession, and should acexpectation that otherwise .tie wcild been proved, or In those Jurisdictions cept without hesitation employment
be employed, or will involve the loss where a fide has the opening and against a member of the bar who has
of other business while employed n closing arguments, to mislead his op- wronged h s client. The counsel upon
the particular case or antagonisms ponent by concealing or withholding the trial of a cause in which perjury
with other clients; (3) the customary positions In his opening argument has beeu committed owe it to the
charges of the bar for similar ser- upon which his side then intends to profession and to the public to bring
the matter to the knowledge of the
vices; (4) the amount Involved In rely.
prosecuting authorities.
The lawyer
the controversy and the benefits reunprofessional
It is
and dishonorsulting to the client from the services; able to deal other than candidly with should aid in guarding the bar against
(5) the contingency or the uncertain- the facts in taking the statements of the admission to the profession ot
candidates unfit or unqualified bety of the compensation; and (6) the witnesses, in drawing affidavits and
deficient in either moral charcharacter of the employment, wheth- other documents, and in the presenta- cause or
education. He should strive
acter
er casual or for an established and tion of causes.
to uphold the honor and
constant client. No one of these
A lawyer should not offer evidence, at all times
considerations in itself is controlling. w hich he knows the court should re- to maintain the dignity of the profesThey are mere guides in ascertaining ject, In order to get the same before sion and to Improve not only the law
but the administration of Justice.
the real value ot the service.
the Jury by argument for its admissiJustifiable and Unjust. fiable LitiIn fixing fees it should never be bility, nor should the address to the
forgotten Unit the profession Is a judge arguments upon any point not gations. The lawyer must decline to
branch ot the administration of Jus- properly calling for determination by conduct a civil cause or to make a
defense
convinced that It is
tice and not a mere money-gettin- g
him. Neither should he introduce Intended when
merely to harass or to intrade.
Into an argument, addressed to the jure
the opposite party or to work
Contingent Fees. Contingent fees court, remarks or statements intendlead to many abuses, and where sanc ed to influence the Jury or bystand oppression or wrong." But otherwise
it is his rigiit, and, having accepted
tioned by law should be under the ers.
retainer,
his uuty to insupervision of the court.
These and all kindred practices are sist upon itthebecomes
Judgment of tne court
Suing a Client for a Fee. Contro- unprofessional and unworthy of an
menu of his ci. cut's
versies with clients concerning com- officer of the law charged, as Is the as to the legalappearance
iu court
pensation are to be avoided by the lawyer, with the duty of aiding lu claim. HU
fciiou.d be Ue eniud equivalent to an
lawyer so far as shall be compatible the administration of justice.
on his honor that iu his
with his
and with his
Attitude Toward Jury. All at- assertion
right to receive reasonable recom- tempts to curry favor with juries by opinion his client's case Is one proper
for Judicial determination.
pense for his services; and lawsuits fawning, flattery or pretended soliciResponsibility ifor Litigation. No
with clients should be resorted to on- tude for their personal tcomfort are lawyer
is obliged to act either as adly to prevent Injustice, Imposition or unprofessional. Suggestions of counviser or advocate for every peisjn
fraud.
sel, looking to the comfort or convenHow Far a Lawyer May Qo in Sup- ience of Jurors, and propositions to who may wish to become his client,
porting a Clients Cause. Nothing dispense wrtih argument, should be lie has the right to decline employoperates more certainly to create or made to the court out of the jury's ment. Every lawyer upon his own
responsibility must decide what busito foster popular prejudice against hearing. A lawyer must never
ness
will accept as counsel, what
lawyers as a class, and to deprive the
privately with Jurors about the causeshe he
will bring into court for
profession of that full measure of case; and both before and during tha
public esteem and confidence which trial he should avoid communicating plain tiffs, what coses he will contest
The responsibility
belongs to the proper discharge of with them, even as to matters foreign ifor defendants.
for advising questionable transactions,
its duties than does the false claim, to the cause.
often set up by the unscrupulous in
Right of Lawyer to Control the In- for bringing questionable suits, for
defense ot questionable transactions, cidents of the Trial. As to incidental urging questionable defenses, Is the
lawyer's responsibility. He cannot
that it is the duty of the lawyer to matters pending the trial, not affect- escape
it by urging as an excuse that
do whatever may enable him to sucing the merits of the cause, or work- he is only
inceed in winning his client's cause.
ing substantial prejudice to the rights structions. following his client's
It is improper for a lawyer to as- of the client, such as forcing the opThe Lawyer's Duty in Its Lust
sert in argument his personal belief posite lawyer to trial when he .s Analysis.
No client, corporate or inin his client's innocence or in the Jus- under affliction or bereavement; forcpowerful, nor any
dividual,
however
tice of hjs cause.
ing the trial on a particular day to
civil or polit.cal, however ImThe lawyer owes "entire devotion the Injury of the opposite lawyer cause,
to the interest of his client, warm seal w hen no harm will result from a trial portant, Is entitled to receive, nor
serin the maintenance and defense of at a different time; agreeing to an should any lawyer render, any
to
his rights and the exertion of his ut extension of time for signing a bill of vice or advice involving disloyalty
most learning and ability," to the end exceptions, cross Interrogatories and the law whose ministers we are, or
of the Judicial office, which
that nothing be taken or be. withheld Hie l.ke, the lawyer must be allowed disrespect
bound to uphold, or corrupfrom him, save by the rules of law, to Judge. In such matters no client we are any
person or persons exercislegally applied. No fear of Judicial has a right to demand that h a coun tion of
or private trust, or
disfavor or public unpopularity should sel shall be illiberal, or that he do ing a pubi c office
or betrayal of the public.
restrain him from the full discharge anything therein repugnant to his ow n
rendering any such improper
( Wheu
of his duty. In the judicial forum senso of honor and propriety.
or advice, me lawyer invites
the client is entitled to the benefit
taking Technical Advantage of Op service
and merits stern and Just condemns
of any and every remedy and defenso posite Counsel; Agreements
With tion. Correspondingly, he advances
authorized by the law of the land, Him. A iawyer should not Ignore
and the
and he may expect his lawyer to known customs or practice of the bar the honor of his profession
client when he
assert every suoh remedy or defense. of u. particular court, even when the best interests of his
service or gives advice tend
But it is steadfastly to be borne in law permits, w ithout giving timely no- renders impress
upon the client and
mind that the great trust of the law- tice to the opposing counsel. As far ing toundertaking
exact compliance
yer is to be performed within and not as possible, important agreements, af his
without the bout 's of the law. The fecting the rights ot clients, should with the strictest principles of moral
adoffice of attorney does not permit, be reduced to writing; but it U dis- law. He must toalso observe and
observe the statute
client
much less does it demand ot him tor honorable to avoid performance of vise his
any client, violation of law or any an agreement fairly made because it law, though until a statute shall have
been construed and interpreted by
manner of fraud or chicane, lie is not reduced to writing, as required competent
adjudication he Is free and
must obey his own conscience and not by the rules of the court.
is entitled to advise as to Its validity
that of his client.
Professional Advocacy other Than and as to what he conscientiously be
Restraining Clients From Impropri- Before Courts. A lawyer openly and
and ex
eties. A lawyer should use his best in his true character may render pro- lieves to be Its just meaning
above all a lawyer will
efforts to restrain and to prevent his fessional services before legislative tent. But
a deserved
clients from doing those things which or other bodies, regarding proposed find his highest honor Inprivate
trust
the lawyer himself ought not to do, legislation and in advocacy of claim reputation for fidelity to
particularly in reference to their con- before deportments of government, and to public duty, as an honest man
duct towards the courts. Judicial of- upon the same principles of ethics and as a patriotic and loyal c'tlzen.
ficers, jurors, witnesses and suitors. which Justify his appearance before
HAWAII'S NKW COLLFSB.
If a client persists In such wrong-doin- g
the courts; but it 4s unprofessional
The
Honolulu, T. H., Aug.
the lawyer should terminate their for a lawyer eo engaged to conceal Hawaii Territorial College of2. Agrirelation.
his attorneyship, or to employ secret culture and Mechanic Arts will open
Ill Feeling and Personalities Be- personal solicitations, or to use nutans for its first full year's work the mid
tween Advocates. Clients, not law- other than those addressed
to the
of September. The Institution
yers are the l tiganu. Whatever may reason and understanding to Influence die
will start with eleven departments
be the
between clients, it action.
of Instruction, and it Is expected that
should not be allowed to influence
Advertising, Direct or Indirect.
President GUmore. who comes here
counsel In their conduct and demean- The most worthy and effective adverfrom Cornell University, will bring
or toward each other or toward suittisement possible, even for a young with him upwards of thirty professors
ors in the case. All personalities be- lawyer, and especially with h s broth- In various branches of learning.
tween counsel should be scrupulously er lawyers, is the establishment of
The new college is supported both
avoided. In the trial of a cause It Is a
reputation for pro- by the territory and by the federal
indecent to allude to the personal his- fessional capacity and fidelity to trust. government,
being on exactly the
tory or the personal peculiarities and This cannot be forced, but miu--t be same footing as the schools of similar
b de.
Personal colloquies between the outcome ot character and conduct. name in each of the states and tern
counsel which cause delay and
The publication or circulation of or- torles of the Union, which under an
of counsel on the other dinary simple business cards, being a act of Congress are this year draw
mote unseemly wrangling should also matter of personal taste or local cus- Ing $35,000 for maintenance, which
be carefully avoided.
tom, and sometimes of convenience, amount will be increased by $5,000
Treatment of Witnesses and Liti is not per se Improper. But solicitaeach succeeding year until a mail
gants. A lawyer should always treat tion of business by circulars or adver- mum of 150,000 per year Is reached,
a .J verse witness
and suitors with tisements, or by personal communicaafter which the amount will remain
fairness and due consideration, and tions or interviews, not warranted by constant.
ho should never minister to the mapersonal relations, is unprofessional,
Hawaii's college will this year be
levolence or prejudices of a client In it is equally unprofessional to pro- located In temporary quarters, but I
the trial or conduct of a cause. The cure business by Indirection through splendid site has already been secur
client cannot be made the keeper of touters of any kind, whether allied ed fir the permanent location, and
the lawyer's conscience In profession, real estate firms or trust companies It is expected that by next year a
al matters. lie has no right to de advertising to secure the drawing of portion, at least ,of the new buildings
niand that his counsel Khali abuse the deeds or wills or offering retainers In will have been completed.
opposite party or Indulge In offensive exchange for executorships or trusHawaii Is just beginning to realise
personalities. Improper speech Is not teeships to be influenced by the law- the wonderful possibilities ot agrlcul
tx. 'Usable on the ground that It is yer. Indirect advertisement for busi- ture which her matchless soil and
what the client would say if speaking ness by furnishing or inspiring news-ap- climate promise, and great results are
In his own behalf.
comments concerning causes In looked for from the scientifically
Appearance of Lawyer as Witney which the lawyer has been or is en- trained young men and women which
for Ills Cllutit. When a lawyer is a gaged, or concerning the manner of the new Institution will turn out,
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After you have finished the day's
work, eaten dinner, and settled
yourself for a pleasant evening at
home you will need to make the
evening's pleasure complete with a
copy of

pi

ban-queui-

I

(TITIlKlT.

The..

Evening
Citizen
Albuquerque's

leading home
newspaper the paper that prints
all the news of the day immediately after it occurs. Do not
wait for tomorrow morning's paper to get today's news, but read
the news tonight, while it's fresh.
The evening paper covers the
field accurately but briefly while
it is still news. The morning paper simply elaborates.
To keep posted up to the minute
read the Evening Citizen. The
Citizen is printed at 5 o'clock and
delivered to your home by the
time you are ready for it, for 60
cents a month. If you do not read
The Citizen you are not getting
all that is coming to you - - - - -

i

Now Is the Time to Subscribe
DO IT NOW

so

tmi
AN ENDORSED CHECK
'

.

'

1

GIVES NO GROUND

FOR DISPUTE

The endorsement upon the back of each check is evidence that
the party received payment.
This endorsement makes each check an indisputable receipt for
the amount paid. No need to pay any bill the second time.
Pay by check it's the safe way.
We of fer exceptional advantages for checking- accounts, both
-

large and small.

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

'

HAVE YOU A

ROOM TO RENT?
OR A HOUSE?
Do you know that people are almost fighting
for quarters right here in Albuquerque, and now?
An ad like this

FOR RENT Large, well furnished,
well ventilated front room, modern
and sanitary. OO Blake St

well-merit-

"See sonny, what I brought
long trousers with suspenders.
keep you a haby by making you
of hearing the neighbors poking
now and be like other bojs."

you frum town today. A nice, new pair of
I've come to the conclusion that I can't

wear short pants; and besides, I'm tired

fun

t

your long legs. Jump int

them

er

placed in

The Albuquerque Citizen will secure

you a tenant at the small cost of
3

times for 35c, or 6 times for 50c.

Wke Is Dost tor Indirectloaf
Mr. A. Robinson of Dromqola. Ontario, has been troubled (or years
with indigestion, and recommends
Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver
Tablets as "the best medicine I ever
used." If troubled with Indigestion or
conatipatloa five them a trial. They
are certain to prove beneficial. They
are easy to take and pleasant in effect. Price II cents. Samples free at
all draicUta.

OF THE WORLD,
Meet Every Friday Evening
Sharpt.
At
FOREST IN E LICS" THEATER.
WOODMEN

id.

r.

B. VT. Moor, C. C
D. E. Phillips, Clerk.
401 West Lead Ave.

VISITING SOVEREIGNS WXL-COMB.

rmv rom.

rnn n

Hi

RIO. GREAT
MEDICAL

MALOY'S

SOCIETY

"Management and Treatment of Tubercular Tn tents"
J. W. Kinslnger. Roswell.
Discussion opened by J. S. Knstor- 1ny, Albuquerque; W. P. Mills, E. l.as
Vegas,
"Diet nnd Rest In Pulmonary Tuber.
culosis"
S. O. Sewell, Albuquerque.
Discussion opened by T. H. Hart,
Raton; It. E. Liine, Lns Cruces.
"Kxerclse in Pulmonary Tuberculosis"
8. A. JMllken. Silver City.
Discussion opened by W. O. Hope.
Albuquerque; O. W. "Harrison, Albuquerque.
"Report Case of Traumatic Epilepsy
Operation, Recovery" ..v
M. K. Wyldor, Albuquerque.
Discussion opened by J. P. Kaster,
Topeka. Kan; F. F. Doepp, Carlsbad.
"Report Case of Malignant Oedema"
J. A. Reldy, Albuquerque.
Discussion opened by L. O. Rice,
Albuquerque; J. U. CMbert,

TO

MEET IN THIS CITY

Mail Orders

NEXT WEEK

To reP'e living In lew favored
towns In New Mexico, who have
not the privilege of trading at a
store like Maloy's. we offer the
same advantages enjoyed by

Two Day's Program Will bs
Followed by Banquet-Lar- ge
Attendance Is Expected.

WEDXESDAY, AUGUST 16, IDOt.

AT COLOMBO

ACROBATS.

J

THEATRE

ATTENTION

ABOUT TOWN

Mrs. J. Sayers loft for a short Visit
a t Jeniex Springs e.sterduy.
Navajo Tribe No. 3, I. O. 11. M.,
will hold a regular meeting tonight
at 8 o'clock in Red Men's hall.
Mrs. O. C. y.welger of Beleii and
Miss J'loience UtM.11 lire in the city
for a few dayo, the guests of relatives
and friends. Both are well known In

HUNTERS!

Albuquerque soUety circles, having
lived here years ago.
We are just in receipt of a Carload of Ammunition, and
Special convocation of Rio Urunde
Mail us your orders and you can
Thursday
A.
Chapter
4,
R.
M..
No.
are now prepared to fill your orders for annual session
The twenty-sevent- h
depend on us to select carefully,
1908, at tt
27th,
evening,
August
of the New Mexico Medical society
o'clock for woik In the R. A. degree,
pack and ship promptly. What's
will be held at the Commercial club
followed by a banquet. All visaing
more you can depend on quality
building September 2 and 3, and will
companions welcome, lly order o the
be followed by a banquet given by the
nd price being right, if It comes
11. P. Harry iiijuii, secretuiy.
members at the Alvarado hotel. The
from
The work of burning the worms out
following program will be given by
of thu cottouwood trees is going
many of the foremost physicians In
steadily on, but it is feared that it
this territory as well as Colorado,
MARKETS
TELEGRAPHIC
began too late. Only a very small
Texas and California and promises to
portion of the city has been reached
be one of the most interesting ses
by the w orm burners, and already the
sions ever held by this association
Spelter.
worms are beginning to come down.
Invitations for the banquet, which
St. Louis, Aug. 26. Spelter f.rm.
on
hotel
A. F. Kellur, a 1908 graduate of the
Alvarado
will
at
the
held
be
PHONE 72
4.5.
University of New Mexico, baa
next Wednesday evening at 9 o'clock
a fine appointment to the fachave been Issued ond many acceptSt. Louia Wool.
ulty of the California Military acadances have been received. The pros- steady,
Wool
Aug.
126.
Louis,
St.
emy. Mr. Kellur will leave for the
poets are that over fifty physician ac- unchanged.
companied by their wives will take
Pacific coast the mlddie of next
month to take up Hi s new work.
their seats around the banquet table
McUiIh.
The
t
on that evening. The program of the
mj90909vj 9omomomcmcmom(jmomomcmomo90
Deputy Uniied States
Marshal cjo4o4o
New York, Aug. 26. Lead ea.-X order of exercises is as follows:
lake copper dull, James Sin. til returned to the city last
$4.57 V4 44.62 Vii
' WEDNESDAY, SKPT. 2, 1908.
night from, attending to official busi13.604 13.62 Vii adver, 61Vc.
8:30 a, m. Registration at secreness In Las Vegas. Mr. Smith eus
tary's desk and payment of dues.
Ambulance
Money Market.
that Larrazolo eland no chance t
9 a. m.
Meeting House of Dele-merbeing elected at thu fall election if the
New York, Aug. 26. Prime
gates.
cent;
4
per
$4
people all over the country are to oe
CRYSTAL THEATRE j
cantile paper, 3 ti
Supt. Fa I rv lew end
10 a. m. Call to order by president. money on call easy, ltj'lW per cent. believed. They are ail for Andrews.
Santa Barbara
Invocation. Rev. Father MandalarU
Funeral Director and Embalmer
Cemeteries
Emilio Romero, a driver for the
AUGUST 20 TO 29
Address of Welcome, Mayor Felix
Grain and lrovlwioiis.
company,
was
Lester.
Chicago, Aug. 26. Wheat Sept., Trimble Transfer
Office Strom Block 2nd and
kicked on the foot by a horse yesler- Lady
Response to Address of Welcome, 96tt4H6ttc; Dec, 5 4i 9"3 ttc.
Copper Avtnof. Telephones.
Inday afternoon and quite severe. y
return
Toledo, Ohio and
Wm. H. Burr. M. D., Gallup, N M.
PROF. DCPOVT
Corn Sept., 77 ttc; Dec, 6694c.
uiiKe 75. Kcsldencc 106.
Attendant
jured.
was
Thu
bad'.y
fool
crushed
lim27
to
Aug.
$60.95.
30,
final
Dec,
Novelty Mnsicn Genius,
49Vic;
Sept.,
President's Address, "The New
OaU
49c.
Sept. 17. O. A. R. encampMexico Medical Society; Some Duties
Sept., 114.42 to ;Oct. 114.55. but fortunately no bonee w ere broken.
it
Pork
Thu horse had refused to back up
T1IE CnAMBERLAIJf S
ment. Limit may be extended.
and Opportunities," R. B. McBrlde,
Lard Sept., $9.32'4; Oct., $9.40.
and when Mr. Romero attempted to
Presenting thrtr Bcreamlns; Irtab act, M. D., Las Cruces, N. M.
Ribs Sept., JS.75; Oct., $8.82 V4
force it back it struck him with its
"The Second Jeffries."
Roswell, N. M. and return
General order of business.
8.85.
GIVE US A CHANCE
forefoot.
$18.85, Aug. 27 to 81, limited
Meeting of Council.
NEW MOVING PICTURES
Chicago Livestock.
Dr. C. 11. Conner, the osteopath,
to Sept. 6th. Christian Church
11:30 a. m. Recess.
To figure on that bill of lumber.
Chicago, Aug. 26. Cattle Receipts has returned to the city from attend
Convention.
O'clock
Wednesday Afternoon, 1
And Song Thursday and Monday.
17,000; steady to shade lower; beeves, ing a meeting of thu American Osteo
Our lumber eomea from our owa
Sharp.
Texans,
$3.605.00; pathic association, which was held at
13.60 7.70;
mills located In the best body of
Ft. Worth. Tex. and return
PRESENTATION OP PAPER8.
westerns, $3,304)5.80; stockers and Kirksviile, Mo., Mr. Conner's old
$36.30. Aug. 29 to 30, final limtimber In New Mexico.
New Picture and Song Monday and "Traumatic Lesions of the Spinal
feeders, $2.60414.60; cows and heif- home. Mrs. Conner, who accompan
it Sept, 27.
A large stock
Thursday.
pruc
ot
dry
Cord"
ers, $1.766.80; calves, $',5.25 7.25. ied Dr. Conner east, went to Hugging,
dimension on band. Why not buy
John W. Colbert, Albuquerque.
steady
25,000;
to
Receipts
Sheep
Texas,
guest
is
whore
ehe
the
of rela
T. E. PURDY, Agent
Discussion opened by Geo. C. Bryan
the ben when It la jus: a. cheap?
Alamogordo, D. H. Cams, Albuquer shade lower; westerns, $2.50 4 4.2 ); tives. Mrs. Cornier expected to return
It will pay you to look nto this.
lambs,
western
$3.50i6.13.
home
next
week.
que.
J. VV. Benham, formerly of the
"The Eosinophil and Opsonic Index"
New York Slock.
Samuel D. Swope. Demlng.
RIO GRANDE LDMBbH CO.
Aug. 26. Following Beuham cmnpuny of bins cUy, was in
New
York,
Massle,
Genuine American Block
the city between trains today, 'while
Discussion opened by J. A.
on
stock
quotations
416 NORTH SECOND ST.'
dosing
were
the
en rouiu from Chicago to Los AngeSanta Fe; T. C. Sexton, Las Cruces. exchange today:
Phone 8.
Cor. 3rd and Marquetti
Phone 471.
$6.50 per Ton
"After Treatment of Abdominal Sec
78 V4 les, Mr. Benham disposed of his inAmalgamated Copper
tion"
87 H terests in the curio business, but bas
Atchison
James Vance, El Paso.
become a stockholder ill the Santa Handscreened Cerrillos Lump
Moving Pictures
. 94V
.
preferred
do.
Discussion opened by J. P. Kaster, New Yorlt Central
Tie and Pole company, which
Barbara
.104
$6.50 per ton - ;
Topeka, Kan.; J. H. Wroth, Albu- and Illustrated Songs.
lias just recently become a factor in
.. . .
.124Vt
Pennsylvania
querque.
production
thu
I
of
tie
world.
the
. 101-Quillty'and Quantity Guaraattio
Southern Pacific .
Changa mvmrv Night
"Wrights Thesis. Bacterial Inocula.
Mrs. Louis llfeld and two daugh.158-Union Paclfc
tlon"
ters,
Kuth and Beatrice, returned to
,
. 45
Status Steel
J. F. McConnell, Colorado Springs, j United
J. G. Gould, Tenor. ,
the city last evening after a inotH
.IO8V1
do, preferred
openea oy r. 1. 11. rem.
Discussion
enjoyable vacation spent at the sumM""nffl of a Perfect Gentleman
East Las Vegas; W. W. Spargo, AlbuKansas City Livestock. '
mer cottage of Mr. Max Nordliaus at
A CBUQUCffQU
NFW MEXICO
TELEPHOXF tl
querque.
A Kindness Nerer Goes UnreRe26.
Aug.
Cattle
Trout Springs, N. M., and in honor
Kansas City,
"The Sequels of Appendlcal and
warded.
steers,
ceipts 10,000; steady; southern
of their homo coming a dinner party
Puerpural Infections, with Notes
$3,234(4.25; southern cows, $2,254) was given to thu Immediate members
Rivals for a Week.
CO,
on Appendicitis In Children".,..
3.40; stackers and feeders, $2.8041 of the family-a- t
the llfeld residence
The Wrong Valise.
Wihiam H. Burr, Gallup.
Capital and
$100,000
4.75; bulls, $2.403.50; calve, $3.50 on West Copper avenue on their arDiscussion opened by H. M. Smith, 6 6.50; western steers, $3.60 (31 6.25; rival.
CASH ONLY"
"FOR
East Las Vegas; W. T. Joyner, Ros- western cows, $2.50473.75.
Mrs. Burnett, of West Sliver avewell.
Hogs Receipts 8.000; weak to 60 nue, who was injured in an automo' . NEW SONGS
lower; bulk of sales, $6.20
bile accident Sunday night. Is still at
'
Wednesday Evening. 9 O'Ooloek.
heavy. $6. 50416. 5; packers, $8,304? St. Joseph's hospital, where she was
N
MATINEE SAT. AND SUNDAY.
BANQUET AT ALVARADO HOTEL 6.60;
light, $6,004) 6.50; pigs, $3.60
taken Immediately after the accident,
D
S.00.
INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVIN6S DEPOSITS
very
Is In a
serious cond tion. It
Thursday, SiU 3.
mjmomomowomomomomcmcmcmcm.
steady; and
6,000;
Sheep Receipts
has developed that she Is Injured In8 a. m.
Meeting House of Dele- - muttons, $3.75 4.25; lambs, $4.00
ternally and tihere is yet no certainty
gates.
5.85; range wethers. $3.50 4.25; fed that she will recover. Mrs. Burnett
9 a. m.
Scientific program con- - ewes, $3.25 4.00.
suffered a broken leg also, and this
Room 12
tinued.
is mending slowly as a result of her
ROLLER SKATING RINK
"Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat. Rouadvanced age.
tine Examination In School ChilOFFICIALS DISCUSS
Thu game of baseball, which Is
dren"
scheduled to tanrt place next Sunday
Clifford S. Losey, E. Las Vegas.
Most Popular Amuse
CUT-O- FF
Discussion opened by W. G. 8had-racIMPROVEMENTS between the Browns and thu Barelas THE CHAMPION 6R0CLRY GO,
Grays will be no straw puiling affair.
E. Tull, AlbuAlbuquerque;
F.
City
in
the
Place
ment
querque.
The managers of the two teams have
Mattmuecl Broa., Rroprlatora
actually agreed to p.ay a series of
"routine Examination of School
Fe Centers Attention Just Now gujiica,
Santa
and Meat Market, Stanleand Fancy
Grocery
wh-crepw
will
ihu
Children for Oral Defects"
inner of
on Beleii Route Muilge Was
resent Albuquerque in the territorial
Program Tonight
E. J. Alger, D. D. S.. Albuquerque.
Groceries
Here.
e.
fair tournament.
Thu first gamu of
Discussion opened by Wm.
a print Chick it
Bpaclal
AlSaturday
19,
oc
E.
tins series will be played next Sunday,
J. Patchin,
Silver City;
A special train of Car. No.
Only One Moving Picture Performance
at
buquerque.
cupled by Superintendent H. W. Sharp thu weather permitting, and there is
Phcnattl
Tiara:
"Head Injuries"
and car No. 448 occupied by Superin- no doubt about it bong for blood.
At S:S0 P. M.
Espey,
Trinidad.
John R.
tendent F. L. Myers, left the local The Browns believe now that they
Discussion opened by P. G. Cornish station this morning for a trip over have suf lieu in orgunlxation to win
All Baba and the Forty TbJercs
Albuquer
Hope,
Albuquerque; W. G.
the Eastern Railway of New Mexico. from tlie Grays. The latter are as
(Beautifully Hand Painted)
que.
ST. VINCENT ACADEMY
The Santa Fe Is centering its energy confident as they have always been
Boudoir
The Mysterious
"Vaccine Therapy. Its Value to the
on the cut-of- f
Just now. Extensive in contesting with the Brownies.
General Practitioner"
shops are being established at Clovis
The Innkeeper's Wife
M. Nash of the Nash
Electrical
BOARDING AND DAY SCHOOL J
Robert Smart, Albuquerque.
nnd Important Improvements are be- company is in the city from the camp
now Broun Saw the Ball Gam
by
E. S. Bullock ing made at Amarlllo. The division
Discussion opened
For Voting Ladies and Misses. J
Silver City; J. F. McConnell, Colorado building being built by the Santa Fe of the outfit building the telephone
, Songs by Mrs. O. A. Frank
line between this city and Estaucia.
Springs.
nt Clovis will be similar to those at The
1
In Charge of the
line has been strung to the vilAs Long a.4 tlio World Rolls On
"Kryslpelas"
I.a Junta.
K0KM0KJKJKJ6J30K0CJ0
pass,
top
lage
Sedros,
the
of
of
at
the
The Girl You Ixve (a selection
O. M. Yater, Roswell
Mr. Sharp arrived from the east
SISTERS OF CHJRIIY
miles distant from the
from the Silver Slipper)
Discussion opened by '. G. Duncan. last night and met C. H. Story, chief twenty-fiv- e
Socorro; 1. M. Steed, Demlng.
Corner 6th St. and New Yo;k Ave
eng.neer of the company, who was city. It is fifteen miles to the eastMorning, Afternoon and Evenof the line. The conBWLDfcRS' AND FINISHERS' SUPPLIES
"Typhoid Fever"
returning east from a trip over the ern terminal
company experienced coning Session.
For Particulars, Addres
W. T. Joyner, Roswell.
cut-ofMr. Sharp, Mr. Story and Su- struction
Discu.-sio- n
opened by J. O. Michaels perintendent Myers held a consulta- siderable difiicuity in running the line
KlSTKK SlTKKIOK.
Paint Nom Ret.
Nutite and Chicago I.uinlter. Slierw
ADMISSION
10 CENTS.
over the western slope of the mounDtiiiing; W. I'. Wlttwer, Los iAinas. tion here last night discussing
I'Uu-r- .
Ldme. lenient, filaiw, Sautb. Doors,
HnlMliiff
faprr.
roughness
on
irr
account
and
of
the
tains
or the Treatment
"A Further
to be made on the cutoff.
nr.. K.to.
The work
of Septio IVritm.its by ContinuMr. Story was traveling In private hardness of the granite.
Irrigation"
ous
car No. 9 and left for the east this down the eastern slope of thu moun- laughable film "How Brown Saw the
tain will be much easier, being level Lull Game." and ending with the gor.
pined by S. 1) Swope. morning on train No. 10.
Discussion
423
C. BALDRIDCE
IVm:rig: K. Ii. Shaw, E. I.as Vegas.
H. I'. MiidL'e. generil manager of and mostly soil.
d
film
spectacular
Keous
"Spin.il Anesthesia"
the Rock Island, arrived in the city
This evening at the Commercial "All Baba," depicting all the grand-enu- r
Andrew Wade Moiton, Sun Francisco. last rilejit from the west and left this club the
magnificlub dance
of Oriental splendor,
WylDiscussion opened by M. K.
morning over the cut off for Torrance lakes place, and In addition to th' cently tinted and staged. To mlas see.
Our Prices All
der. Albuquerque; J. F. McConnell where his car will be transferred to reglar hop Mr. Landolfl, by special lug this tllm is missing a rare treat.
That are getting ready for school
ED.
Springs.
have the famous Bunter Brown Blue Colorado
tlie Rock Island.
request of the local flrd department. It Is perfect and Is not accompanied
Team Harness, all leather. .. .Sll.lt
"Diabeles Mellltus"
Kibooti shoes: also a nice line of medwill repeat his latest song entitled. by the annoying flicker produced by
14. It
Team Harness, Concord
H.
you
E.
Shaw,
E.
I.as Ve;is.
If
want the best stockings or "It's a Handy Thing to Have Around some machines. The musical numbers
ium priced shoes.
Harness,
19. M
Team
Concord
Disvusslon opened by J. f, 1'enrce, the market buy our Black Sat Style
heavy.
$1.25 up to $2.50
Boys' Shoes
high
class
beautiful,
cnnslHted
two
of
by
a
was
written
the House," which
$1.25 up to $2.50 Albuquerque; F. A. Yoakum. I'errl- - 15 for boys and Style 10 for girls. convict now serving time in Santa Fe. Illustrated songs, sung by Mrs. C. A.
Girls' Shoes
Team Harness, double buggy,
;io.s.
2
They are 3c a pair. We also have a
We have the extra good Bearskin
recently sang this song Frank, whose sweet soprano is so well
$10.00 to II4.lt
I'.aclliu Tuberculosis. splendlu uradd of the same make at l'rof. Landolfl
"Tile
Hone for boys and girls.
and with such known to lovers of fine music. The
function
at
a
similar
Single Surrey Harness 17.00 to tl.lt
A Critical View"
to15c. Colors are absolutely fast.
Hoys' well made School Suits. $1.75
C.
repeated
will
program
be
meeting
the
entire
special
of
Jobbing Promptly Attended t) Single Buggy Harness 8.10 to 10.lt
May's shoe store, 314 West Central fervor that a
F. T. H. Fest, I.as Vegas.
to $4.00.
fire officials was railed last evening night
Single Express HarDiscussion opened by J. W. Col- avenue.
Girls' Wash Dresses at a big saving.
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Town,
and a
at Old
552
ness.
10CT;
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Shop
We a'so have a big line of pencil 1. bert. Albuquerque; C. W. Gerber, Lns
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Askew SadCelebrated
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he
song
which
peat
this
FINISH
his
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Our
fect.
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dles.
"Report Five Cases of Milk Sickness" CE CREAM
jenoil boxes, school bag, etc.
SOI
WAI.TOVK agreed to do after considerable coax
Ship Corner Fourth St. and Copper Jive.
We lead others
the proper thing.
Best grade of leather In all harness)
Geo. K. Angle. Silver City.
Tin oups, J for 5c.
STORK.
.KI'G
ing,
flowers.
omit
riease
follow.
I
by
C M. Yater,
iWcusl on opened
and saddles.
ALBUQUERQUE,
Don't forgM our Grocery depart. M.
IMPERIAL LAUXDRY CO.
Roswell; R. J. Thompson Tucunicurl.
Parts of harnass kept In stock.
In sp.te of the threatening weather
ment. Fre.h goods reasonable.
Jum received a carload of glais. It
was
Comat
the
"Diagonals
of
and Treatment
Unless you trade with us wa botH
another lare audience
Mall orders solicited.
us quote you price. Superior ljumU
LOAN'.
TO
paid
were
well
Gall
Bladder"..
mon Diseases of
rink lust nisht and all
lose mossy.
and Mill to.
R.' I Bradley, Roswell.
CASH BUYERS' UNlOFk
for braving the elements. The bill,
LEAVES
JEMEZ
TO
STACK
THOS. F. KELEHER
$1.(00 at 8 per cent Interest on first
consisting of "The Mysterious BouDiscussion opened by W. A. Wilson,
IXH'DOVS JERSLV
AT
122 Nartb aacaod
doir," a beautifully tinted Him; "The clans real estate security. No conimls- - WEST GOLD EVERY MORNING
Wlllard; E. B. .Van Arsdet, Alamogor.
FA KM
408 West Railroad Avenue
WM. DOLDE, Prop,
5 O'CLOCK.
Wife," a tragedy the slon. Address C 14 this paper.
Innkeeper's
do.
FOR PURE ICE CREAM.

Shot Gun Shells

Loaded with Black or Smokeless Powder,
Drop or Chilled Shot

MALOY'S

SEE OUR ASSORTMENT

AND GET OUR PRICES

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
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FIRST CHAUTAUQUA AT

Hotels and Resorts

MOUNT A1NAIR WAS

For Information concerning any of ths place advertised In this column and for descriptive literature,
call at The Cltlien office or write to the Advertising
Manager, Alb'nuerque Citlsen. Albuquerque. N. It.

BIG SUCCESS

LOXU nnCU SANITARIUM, Long Bench, Cal A medical and surgical sanitarium conducted on the great BATTLE CREEK SANITARIUM
plan. Overlook the ocean. QUIET. REFINED and MODERN. 8pacloua
roof garden and aun parlor. Tennis and other outdoor amusement. Ideal place to go for rest, recreation or recuperation. Visitors welcome. Get
off car at Tenth street Special summer rates. Booklet free. W. RAT
6IMPSON, Manager.

Town Has Donated Land and
Preparations for Next Year
Have Been Started.
MountalnaLr, N. 2d., Aug. i6.
With the musical entertainment last night the first meeting
of the MounUtJiuir Chautauqua
siiuuly paSiMid Into hidtury, and the
la&t meeting of the entire tea day
was the beat intended and must enthusiastic of them ail.
At the bUdiueM , meeting In the
foreiiouu the tun cuuipujiy preitented
the assembly with four biucks vf
ground, including Uie BLreeW, and this
w.U be known as "Chautauqua park."
The question as to whether lots would
bo sold, or whether the ground shall
only be leuaed, what kind of charter
and many other details were left to
the executive committee to work out.
The meeting was weil attended by
both vluitor and home people and
the interest shown augur well for
the success of the movement. The
executive committee choaen i a follows; John V. Corbett, Dr. liiram
M. Winn, Isaac Fulton, James J. Dun-l- a
vy. Dr. A. K. Black, Wm. il. McCoy, iir Fred U Hill, Judge A. H.
(Jarnett, ill 3. J. V. Dunlavy, Chaplain
C. C. Uateman and Dr. John it. tiass.
Judge Uarnett live
at Kstancia,
Chaplain Batemau live at Fort Bayard and Dr. Uass lives at Albuquerque. The rest of the committee live
at alountainair.
The Mounuiinair Chautauqua chorus was organized In the afternoon by
electing Mrs. John V. Corbett, president, Mrs. J. F. Mitchell secretary
and treasurer, Prof. Joseph li. Alter
director. Mr. Faume Formby, who
has so ably coudoted the mimical part
of the program, at this meeting, wa
chosen a general leader, and choruses will be organised at WillarU,
and other coaly town, and
possibly at Belen and Albuquerque
and other places, all to take up the
same work under her general auper-V'biothe .Intention being to hold
meetings and give entertainment at
the different places daring the year
and all meet at Mounlainalr next
year.
Steps were taken alio to organize
reading circles in the different town
so that the regular Chautauqua work
may be taken up at the next meeting
in the regular way.
The work of the next meeting will
be taken up at once and pushed so
that Ui program and all other arrangement will be made eany and
properly advertised. It was suggested
tnat aoout the only cxiliuutni that
could be made relative to this meeting wa that there were too many
things, all good, lor the short time.
Many of the. visitor wanted to eee the
old ruin and other place of Interest
In the vicinity, but could not get the
time. The nomu peop.u wanted to
see and hear 11 atl, and they are simply worn out. Next year Monday w ill
be a day of rest. It may be arranged
also to nave no morning session. This
would give more time for visiting and
recreation and 'divide the time between work, rest and making tour
over the country."
The people of Muuntaliiair have no
belter way of expressing their appreciation of the kindness and help received than through the newspapers,
and they desire to avail themselves
of this opportunity. The response to
the appeal for help wa anewered in
a surprising degree by all who were
asked to take part, and the program,
all of which was New Mexico talent,
was a surprise to all who attended.
Many who are old Chautauqua worker freely assert that so far a the
work went, there being no real de
partment work, it was up to the
a.
Btandard of the old established
There was nothing discour
aging about the success of the first
meeting of the Mountalnalr Chautau
'
qua assembly.

(Snvlal).

STONE HOTEL
JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS

-

jet.

-

Tferr

T 3,
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-

i

ORIGINAL

JUS

BATH HOUSES
Stage line from Bernalillo
to Jeniez Hot Springs in
one day. Stage leaves Bernalillo Tuesday 4 Saturday

-

rsr"7"--

TICKETS SOLD AT
A,

t.

OTERO,

AN IDEAL

Cliff

W.

Pro.
SUMMK

denc-on-the-Pec-

L.

TRIMBLE'S

AND HEALTH RESORT.

os

d
Located among
miles from Row
hill on the Pecos river, 1
station on the main line of the A. T. A 8. F. Good hunting and Ashing
snake this the most delightful resort In New Mexico. We meet trains Wednesday and Saturdays. Parties coming on days not stated kindly writs ma.
Rates 1. 0 per day. IS. 00 per week. Meals 0o. Transportation from station
pine-cla-

Mrs. H. B. Bergmann, Rows. N. M.

11.00.

HOLLENBECK HOTEL
105 ANGELES

C Bilicke

John S. Mitchell

ia

new furniture;

TWO NEW ELEVATORS

new plumbing
NEW FIRE. PROOFING
Fifty Thousand Dollars Worth of Improvements made this seasoD for
and Safety,
JCccvecier ce, Cort-fort

Headquarters for New Mexico

v

Electric Cars to and from Railway Depots, also Beach and Mountain
Stop at our door The HcIItatxcl Hotel ale u Aoie rcpular 1 tun Ever

s,

v.

BIMINI HOT SPRINGS HOTEL, Ixw Angeles. The most curative treat t-ment for rhouniatlwm. Urautlful wenery, cool ocean breeae. Hot Springs
water In every room, no noise, no dunt, no tips. Street car to door. Pamphlets
at tiuien ornce or ny writing vr. u. v. rape. Aieaicni Supt.

The Plumber

H. COX,

.

HEATING, GAS AND STEAMFITTING

PLUMBING,

Climax Garden Hose, guaranteed the most durable.
Latest things in Enamel Bathroom Fixtures. . . .

401 West Central Ave,

Phone 1020

n,

'

THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkcte Rooling

First and Marqoette

Albuquerque, New Mexico

WITH AMPLE MEANS AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

Chau-tauqua-

the:
COMMERCE
1

BANK
OF

LBCQUERQUE,

N-L-

UNIONS

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation
and Solicits New Accounts

U80K

CAPITAL. S150.000

COWER

Imjwirt
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domestic

THIRD

and

Liquors j
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fcr ScIJcitci.
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rfsFuidry and Machine

:

i'lifeisfft
Pulley. GnJ
Iron
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f. HALL,

Phone 1029

Works

Proprietor

Babbit Metal: Columns and Iron Front
for
Buildings.
Oastiasa;
and
Ore.
Cars;
Coal
Lumber
Shaftings.
Sras
a kMs
1
Machinery m pelmlty
Albuquerque. N. M.
traca.
eaft d

ic.

n nttrt

j
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T

f

They Will Advise City Council
What Is Needed In That
Section of the City.

:

,

T

from $5.50 up to $17.50

1 .

SEE WINDOW DISPLAY

J

ALBERT FABER t
DOES

YOUR

SCREEN

e

th

,

g-- ,,'

SAG?

DOOR

IP IT DOES BRACE IT
UP WITH ONE OF OUR

SCREEN DOOR

BRACES

,

THEY ARE THE BEST AND
SIMPLEST THING ON THE
MARKET FOR THAT PURPOSE

t

reso-Brown-

Complete With Screws, Only

emits
at

msmmm!tm9Bsm
HAROWARE

RANCH

AND

SUPPLIES

FOR MEN

AND BOYS

$11.95

ss

Excellent Health Advice.
Mrs. M. M. Davison, of No. 17
Glfford Ave., San Jose, Cal., says:
"The worth of Electric Bitters as
general fimlly remedy, for headache,
biliousness and torpor of the liver
and bowels Is so pronounced that I
am prompted to say a word in Its favor, for the benefit of those seeking
relief from such afflictions. There la
more health for the digestive organs
In a bottle of Electric Bitters
than
Ip any other remedy i know of." Sold
under guarantee at all dealers. EOo
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what

advertising
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PATS

DRY

GOODS

COMPANY

10.

la

'

OrscvrlM la

RAILROAD AVENXJB.

ALBUQUBRQUB.

J

M.

REMOVED
REMOVED
DE WITT T. COURTNEY,
CLAIRVOYANT AND TRANCE
lias moved bis offlcsa and will from now on s his frlsnd aa
clients at No. 121 Coppsr ava. Mr. Courtney's well known powsrs p
no advertisement, as his wonderful gifts have been proven
to
PEOPLE OF THE KNOWN WORLD. He gives advice npon all th
fairs of Life, Love. Law, Marriage, Mining. Real Estate and. In faet,
all matters pertaining to the issues of Life.
W. copper Ava.
Tel. loll.
Hours i to 11; I to T p. as.

'

BAKING

POWDER
Strictly

CO.,

Guaranteed

DR. CHAS. A. FRANK
Physician
and Surgeon

not what you pay for advera

CltKAM

';

largest and Moat Exclusive Stock of Stapl

t.

lng.
but what advertising
PA Ik
YOO, that make It valuable,
uu
rate are lowest for equal service.
GOOD

1171.

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

MEDIUM

Highland House, City.

It

L.

Golden Rule

CITY DIItECTOKY.
If you have moved elnce your name
was taken for the directory, send us
a poirtal giving your own and the full
nunies of all, sixteen years old or over
who moved with you. giving both old
and new addresses and we will make
proper changes.
JOHN F. WOR LEY
D1HECTOHY

a PUTNEY

BflTAB&JSHITD

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

Window Display

Doctor Nacamult will be back fro
Europe In September and will b
hi office In the N. T. A rail Jo building
about September 11,
-

RBUABIA

Carries th

best Suits in our store,
worth from $15.00 to
$25.00 a Suit.

j

"OLD

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

a Suit, comprising the

Is not what you pay for advertisi-

IMtCG KTOIIK.

R1R

for your company during Fair Week, this will be just'
the article for ycu. Steel Couches and Davenports

.

ROOMS 4 AND 5 IIAKNETT I$U)0.

'

You can get it at the
C.

ICE CREAM AND
SODA.
WALTON'S

Granulated Sore Eye Cured.
I suffered from
a bad case of granulated sore syes,
ayj Martin Boyd of Henrietta. Ky.
IYank Mot'alie Seriously Injured In "In February, 1903, a gentleman ask.
Acviilem at llio Corner of Kleventli ed me to try Chamberlain's Salve. I
bought one box and used about two- ami TIJenw.
thirds of It and my eyes have not
A runaway, which almost resulted given me any trouble
since." This
seriously to Frank McCabe, a resident salve Is for sale by all druggist.
of North Twelfth street, occurred last
Iface an ad. In Tlx- - Citizen and
evenlnij at the corner of Eleventh
watch
It work for yon.
end Tljera. Mr. McCabe was riding
the horse owned by Green Watson
you fall to receive The
Should
and when near Eleventh street the
Evening Citizen, call up the
animal became frightened at some
Postal Telegraph Co., telephone
object lying In the street and started
No. 36, and your paper will be
down Tijeras avenue at full speed. On
delivered by special messenger.
reaching Eleventh strett one of the

THREW ITS

PROTEST

TO

All taxpayer and residents ol
the Highland are urged to at- WILL PLAY SERIES
tend a mas meeting to be held
K rn .
w. 1. A
In
Kail a.
...
... aa .v viuvk
I nail
Thursday evening. August 37, to
discuss matters regarding street
llrvt (jame Will Bo l'lu.xM Sunday,
llio Time t IKtomtijiv Who Will tT improvements anu me protection w
4 of the city against flood water
He)iwnt llio City Tills Full.
and any other business of mutual
Interest.
There will be ome- given
for
The much looked
dance'
thing doing, (signed)
by the Albuquerque Browns ball team
CITIZENS COMMITTEE.
of this city will be held at the Elks'
Light
refreshments1
hall Sept. 7th.
4
w ill be served during the evening and j
by
th
plenty of good music furnished
The above notice Indicates that the
Devlne orchestra will be on hand.
Is citizens of the Highlands made no
A committee of three players
now canvassing the merchants getlng idle threat when, Monday night, a
contributions toward the hiring of the number of them met at the home of
extra players for congress week this F. Q. Pratt and decided to take the
fall. Money should not stand in the matter of protecting the Highlands
way of the acquiring of a good team i'm Hood water and street ImprOve-w.t- h
which the Albuquerque standard ment lnto the1'' own nanus if the city
muy be upheld In the
tournament government continues to Ignore them,
The meeting called tor tomorrow
this fall. For years this city has fur-- 1
nlshed the leading ball team of the night is for the purpose of taking
action, and It Is very
territory in their anndal tournaments some
important that every person Interested
and this year'should prove no
tion. The boys are very enthusiastic' In the welfare of the Highlands
The committee
and willing and w 1th the support of should be present.
the three extra men allowed them by says that there will be something
the rules governing the tournament doing, and if some of the leaders are
Inls fall there Is no doubt but that j to be believed there will be. The
they will again be the victorious ones. chances are that things will be said
The II 1st of a series of three games that will cause some of the city offl-wlto rest very uneasily tomorrow
the Barelas Grays will be held 'clal
at Traction ' night.
next Sunday afternoon
park, game commencing promptly at j That the movement has already
three o'clock. This series will decide brought results Is shown by the fact
which team will represent this city ' that several city teams were seen at
In the tournament this fall and work on the Highlands yesterday and
both teams are more than anxious to Mayor Lester and Dr. Wroth, chair-b- e
the lucky one. Both have blood In man of the street committee of the
their eye and no doubt Albuquerque city council, visited the Highlands
will witness three of the best games with the evident purpose of seeing
of ball ever played In this city. The what was needed. Some strong
are practicing hard and so lutlons by the meeting of tomorrow
night will most likely awaken the
are the Grays.
Democratic members of the city coun- ell to the fact that there Is a High- OOLOMDO THEATER.
The Colombo presents for its pa- - lands and that the people living there
treated
trons tonight the best of the season, know when they are being
, ,
habblly.
..
.
The famous Fonaeca trio of acrobats,
who appeared here with the Carver
Would Locate In New Mexico.
shows, have no superiors in any vaudeville circuit. The management ha
A young physician with family de
secured them, for five nights at great sires to locate In New Mexico. Have
expense and ha shown their willing- had two years hospital and private
ness to furnish the best class of iractlce. Would consider an Invest- amusements obtainable.
ment in farm lands of about five thou.
The new pictures to be shown to- - sand dollars near populated commun- "
Ity, offering a good opening for a
Ul(", Wl ,I1W. .wt
fun start on Sunday and ends on doctor. Address at once. Dr. J. W.
Saturday, and a third party wins. Bearsley, 207 East New York street,
"The Wrong Valise" 1 the old tory Indianapolis, Indiana,
of the wrong grip, with a new end- - j
lng. "The Manual of a Perfect Gen- - I
tleman" Is the story of a young man
who attempts to practice etiquette as
SPECIAL BARGAINS
he finds It in the book. He practices
on several classes of people and the
film shows him In many embarrassing situations before he decided the
"A Kindness
book Is Impractical.
Never Goes Unrewarded" Is a dramatic film, depicting the happy ending of the adventures of a little girl,
the daughter of wealthy parents, who
Is kidnapped end held for ransom.
350 Select and Stylish
Her whereabouts are made known to
her parents by a street urchin, who
Suits, assorted sizes, at
la richly rewarded for her efforts.
an
Tow illustrated songs complete
entertainment.
hour of first-cla-

ICE

HORSE

If You Need an Extra Bed

CALL A MEETING

JiOTlCE.
GRAYS

t
r

RESIDENTS

HIGHLAND

that makes It valuable. Our
in This rates are owest for equal service.

Members of the various labor
ganization of this city are planning
parade
a
for Labor day, September 7,
and all the organization will join In
making the parade a big feature. It
Is probable that a program of events.
Including a ball game and a dance,
will be held during the day and evening at old town.
The parade will be headed by the
Duke City band and the following
organizations will be In line: Brewery Workers, Boilermakers, Machinists, Blacksmiths, Cigarmakars. Stone,
masons, Brlckmasons, Typographical
unlen, Painters, Barbers, Carpenters,
Eelectrlca! Workers. This Is subject
to change, but the union men plan
to make the parade a memorable one.
RUNAWAY

IE

BROWNS

FEE'S

Pure Lucca Olive Oil a Specialty, Liquor by the
G.U ic rCillcr., 3er ly the Bottle or Case, Family
Trice Scl Cited Satisfaction Guaranteed.
CiV.

llnps broke and the anlmol
was
quickly steered to one side, throwing
both horse and rider to the ground.
The rann was hurriedly picked up and
carried Into a .jielRhborlng residence
where medical iir was called and the
ymnijr man's wouni's
dressed. The
hot s had picked himself up and was
finally st epped by a driver for the
lluhbs Laundry.
Mr. McCnbe was
removed this
morning from his residence to the St.
Joseph's sanitarium and latest reports are that no bones were broken
but the ratlent Is badly bruised all
over the body and his right ear Is
badly lacerated. ProvlJIiifj no Internal injuries develop the patient, who
Is a man of some 85 or 40 years of
aee, will be out and about again In a
short time.

YOU.
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Liquor Co.

Groceries

MORNING

Yuriou Organization
Oiy Will Jte In Line, Headed
by the Hand.

SOLOMON LUNA, President
W S. STklCKLER, Vice President and Cashier
W. J. JOHNSON, Assistant Cashier
J. C. Baldridge,
William Mcintosh,
O. E. Cromwell.
A. M. Blackwell,
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Montezuma Grocery
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"For twenty years

Hours

COFFEE CO.

9 to II A.

2 to 5 P. M.

M.

TELEPHONE

omomotKmymom$yimomo

m

7 to 8 P. M.

1079.

o3sxsX3-xWwOsx)xowj- sxj

'To get our Halting Powder
'
j

thoroughly introduced, we
.are giving with each pound
can, a handsoire premium

Convenience - Comfort - Security
Tfa

L&L Coffee Co.
107 S 2nd St.

Phone 761

ieiphen

dutto lighter, th
and the worrlea

make
care
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Th
telephone
preserve
yoor health, proleng joir or
and protsi't your boas.

TOU NEED A TELBP HONE IN YOUR HOWS

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
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COTTON TRADING

States has been unable In the face of
the business depression to increase Its GIRL WHO'LL TRY
fore4gn credits to the extent of
and for the first seven
lo- svv:r.i
months of the year the balance of
trade In our favor exoevda 1370,000,-00nil of which makes a still further
glut In the money market.
The known movements of money
at the close of business Friday Indicate a cash gin by the local banks
million dollars.
of eight and one-ha- lf
This allows for a shipment of one
and a half million dnl'ars of gold
coin which whs made from New York
to Canada on Thursday. The gain
from Chicago and other Interior
points amounted to nearly 12. 000, 000.

channel

0,

CENTER OF

li
Uvermoro Is Credited With
Losing a Ailllon and a Half
But It Didn't Bother Him

CATTLE "RECEIPTS

The

cotton

M

'

V;. '

it.

Kansas City, Aug. 28. The supply
of cattle here last week was 61,000
head, including 10.000 calves, which
was larger than in recent weeks, but
fctiil below the normal
number for
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AND PLUG THE JIMPATTENTIT1S WEEVIL FIRST

OUR GOVERMriENT IS GOING
AFTER THE LITTLE BUGS THAT
GET IN THE FARMER'S WHEAT- -
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this season of the year. Owners are
holding back their cattle In many
sections In native territory as pastures are good, and cattle doing well,
luis fact leads many to believe that
receipts will be heavy later on in the
season, which may affect the market
adversely, but others hold to the opinion that the market late In the fall
will be best. The run today here
21,000 head, Including 2. LOO calves,
market steady to a shade lower, but
other kinds, Including stockers and
feeders strong. A train of Hughes and
Sherrard stock steers from Colorado
sold here today at $3.90, with a small
cut out at $3.00. A shipment from
Thompsons, Utah, is here today, Including 1173 lb killers at $4.45, 965
LILLIAN SMIITH.
lb steers at $4.00, and a few tall ends
at $3.60. New Mexico and PanhanLillUtn Maud Smith will try to swim
freely, the Fiiigl.sh chunnel ."nine time in the
dle cows are coming pretty
selling today at $2.80 to $3.40, can-ne- luttir part of August or the early part
$2.25 to $2.75, calves $4.00 to of September, No one except Captain
$6.00, a few fancy veals at $6.25. Webb has ever accoin piished this feat.
Good prospects for corn and fine pas- Several men have attempted it and
tures have stimulated the country de. one woman, Annette
mand, stockers selling at $3.40 to
MUs Mmiii
is years old and 1s
$4.25, and feeders at $3.75 to $4.60, the daughter of a fire department Ofalthough choice steers, both In the ficial in Lomotil.
Slie
lias accom
stocker and In the feeder class have plished some notable fiats in the
brought $5.00 recently.
water. Lint, year, wiien Jabez Wolffe
Sheep receipts are running ahead mude one of his many ulmost-suecesof August a year ago so far this u attempt to swim from Kngland
month, and tnere is little net change' to France, she swam with him for
In prices, although the market flue-- ! four hours and a lmif. Her strength
tnates continually. Range sheep and and endurance are superior to those
lrmbs form a good share of the re-- ! of many men.
ce'pts, but the main movement from
Utah and the northwest has not yet
Stie Likes Gouc Hangs.
stfrted. The run is 9.000 head here
ut West
E. feiultn
Mrs. Cnaa.
market steady on sheep, weak Franklin, Maine, says. "1 i'ka guoJ
on lambs.
Medium class lambsj things ana have adopted Dr. KlnaT'
b.cught $5.76 today, which was not aj New Life Pills as our family laxative
full test of the market, yearlings medicine, because tney are good and
ewes $4.00. uu ineir work witnout making a fuss
$4.16,
$4.60, wethers
sold last about It" Toese painless purifiers
Some reservation lambs
week at $6.25 and $6.35. first of the sola at all dealers. 26c.
season here, weighing 71 lbs. Ewes
brought
out of the same shipment
NOTICE.
$4.00 to $4.25. Good crop prospects
have resulted In the placing ot many
The firm of Chauvin & Noneman,
orders here for stock stuff, the same painters and decorators, at 114 South
to be filled as soon as supplies are Third street, has dissolved partneravllable. Choice breeding ewes last ship.
the firm
All bills against
report for the current quarter will week brought $4.50, 107 lbs and feed, should be presented promptly for
yearlings
worth
are
tonnage
lng
and
wethers
bought
unfilled
fSthow an increase in
the
Mr. Chauvin has
.over the preceding quarter. If this 13 50 to $3.90, feeding lambs $4.25 to Interest of Mr. Noneman and will
$4
75.
adwill
case
same
prove
be
to
the
it
(Should
continue the business at the
toe Important In that it will be the
dress, guaranteeing satisfaction to all
'
quarter
any
In
A Faithful Friend.
old and new customers.
first gain reported
CHAUVIN & NONEMAN.
. since December 31, 1907, and will
"I have used Chamberlain's Colic,
Remedy
since
dlcate that a change for the better Cholera and Diarrhoea
The rapid Increase In our business
has come In the steel and iron busi-- - It was first introduced to the public
In 1872, and have never found one Is due to good work and fair treatness.
Ilutibs LaunThe international monetary situa- Instance where a cure was not speed- ment of our patrons.
been a dry.
tion continues to show a remarkable ily effected by Its use. I haveeighteen
for
which commercial traveler
. contrast between the conditions
start out on a trip
obtain now and which existed all over years, and never
An advertisement In The C1U- this, my faithful friend," says
.the world In August a year ago. At without
sen Is an Invitation extended to
H. S. Nichols of Oakland. Ind. Ter.
that time, money could not be had
We Invite a 4
all our readers.
except at a rate of Interest that Is) When a man has used a remedy for
years he knows Its valu i.
larce majority of the people to
as mil" too low now as it was high thirty-fiv- e competent
your store.
to speak of It. For
Is
then. liH money rules at 1 per cent and
.
and less In New YorV. The United sa'.j by all druggists.

imuir

I

Mr. Business Man

Weather Eulletin
htr

Fe, New

.Mexico,

Au-

Let us present a few facts on the subject
of advertising for your consideration

Tuesday,

August 25, 1908.
Local showers and comparatively
cool weather
prevailed throughout
the territory.
The rains were heaviest and most
general In the area comprising the
counties of San Juan, McKInley and
the western
of Valencia
and Socorro. In that area dally
showers occurred and some of them
were unusually heavy. In the eastern
counties and In Lincoln and Otero
there were several good showers that
will prove very beneficial.
In the
north-centrcounties and in the
southwest the t"tal amount of rain
tor the week was less than the nor
mal. There was about the usual
amount of sunshine in all of the territory except the northwestern part
The temperature continued abnor.
mally low. Both the day and the
n'ght thermometer readings were
lower than Is customary during the
latter half of August.
1 tenia rks of OorrCMitoiitlctiltt.
lSernallllo Co. Albuquerque, T. It.
Overton: 0.65 Inch of rain fell on the
17th and 0.17 Inch on the 22d; the
maximum temperature was 88 degrees on the 22d and the minimum
was 69 on the 18th.
Chaves Co. Koswell, U. S. Weather Bureau: 0.47 inch of rain fell on
the 19th and 20th; the maximum
temperature was 90 degrees on the
l'.ith and the minimum was 60 On the
18th.
Colfax Co. Dorsey, Geo. T. Lam
bert: Showers occurred on the 19th
and 22d, Inclusive; the total preclplta
tion was 1.37 inches; the days were
partly cloudy; the maximum temperature was 81 degrees on the 18th
ajid the minimum was 49 on the 20th.
Col
Dona Ana Co. Agricultural
lege, Frank Stockton: 0.17 Inch of
rain fell on the 20th; the maximum
temperature was 90 degree on the
17th and the minimum was 62 on the
Good
18th.
Ulncon, C. H. Kaltt:
showers have occurred this week and
have benefited the range greatly; the
maximum temperature was 91 de
grees on the
and the minimum
Mas 60 on the 18th.
Kddy Co. Carlsbad, W. IL Frank- land: The maximum temperature was
95 degrees on the 19th and the minimum was 60 on the 18th; 0.11 Inch of
iu;n fell on the 18th; the country Is
in good condition; grass on the range
is excellent. Monument, J. M. Cook:
Iocal showers have occurred and
tlio country is in excellent condition;
the maximum temperature was 91
degrees on the 19th and the minimum
uas 09 on the 18th.
Grant Co. Fort Bayard, Lt. CoL
Bushneil: The total rainfall was 0.32
Inch; the mean maximum temperature
was 80 degrees and the mean minimum was 68.
Guadalupe Co. Santa Rosa, John
L. Chapman: 1.32 Inches of rain fell
on the 19th, 20th and21st; the maximum temperature was 91 degrees on
the 18th and the minimum was 5S

Next to having goods of meritto sell is the importance of letting the
public know that you have them. Here is where careful thought should
enter into the proposition. Muchmoney is wasted by the thoughtless
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choice of advertising mediums. In every city is the clever solicitor for
programs, calendars, handbills, and all sorts of schemes in which your ad
may look pretty, but where it is not read, and consequently b.'ngs no
returns. When you buy newspaper space you are sure that your advertise
ment will go into the homes of the subscribers and will be read by them
and, if you have what they want, they will come to your store and buy
The same good judgment should govern in your choice of newspapers.
We maintain that the evening paper is the better medium, because it goes
to the home at a time whenthe entire family has time to read it and plan
a shopping trip for next dayj

-

al

The Albuquerque Citizen
'

Goes into the home in the evening and is read there where the whole family has a chance to see it. A morning paper is often carried to the office
by the man of the house, who does not have time to read the ads, but only
skims over the news headings.
We have a large number of letters giving the opinions of big advertisers who use evening papers almost exclusively. We will publish these
letters from day to day. Their views are valuable."

ROTHSCHILD & CO.
Chicago.
"It is my opinion that the evening
papers are more thoroughly read tn
the home and this Is the aim of the
FRED A. SLATER.
advertiser."

lth

on

the

Adv. Mgr.

e,

Arriba Co. Chama, George
Huth: Showers occurred on the 16th
to 19th; inclusive; the total precipita
tion was 0.69 inch; the maximum
temperature was 72 degrees on the
Uth, 19th and 20th; the minimum
was 41 on the 17th. Espanola. F.
D. McBrlde: 0.21 inch of rain fell on
tne 17th and 20th; the maximum
temperature was 84 on the 22nd and
tne minimum was 60 on the Zist.
Roosevelt Co. Melrose, Dr. F. A.
White: The temperatures were uni
form; the extreme range was from 69
(on the 17th and 19th) to 87.6 de
grees (on the 18th); the total precipitation was 1.30 Inches; 0.80 Inch fell
on the 21st; good rains fell over al
most all of the eastern part of the
county on the 20th nd (1st.
Sandoval Co. Casa Salasar. Isldoro
Mora: The weather of the week was
veir favorable: there were several
good showers.
San Juan Co. Bloomfleld, Fred Le
Clere: Tha week was very cool snd
rainy; there were heavy local show
era In all parts of the county; on the
16th 1.16 Inches fell at this station
in abjut half an hour, doing much

SIM

Adv. Mgr.

THE BENNETT CO.
Omaha.
paper Is best! Sure!"
evening
"The
WM. KLUNE, JR., Adv. Mgr.

Cincinnati.
"Best results from evening papers.
only
time I use a morning paper
The
Is Sunday, for Monday's buslneo. Balance of the week the evening papers
do the work to my entire satisfacW. H. SCHRADER,
tion."

OALLENDEIt, M'ATJSLAN A TROUP
CO.

Providence.
"We consider the evening paper
better as a general thing, for It la
usually the home paper."
WM. C. ELLIOT, Adv. Mgr.

Adv. Mgr.

LEASCRE BROS.

Erie.

"We consider .the evening papers
best by all means, finding by Inquiry
that the people do not have time or
take time In the morning to look a
paper through."
H. T. LEISURES.

damage to ditches; the total precipitation for the week was 2.20 Inches;
the maximum temperature was 89 and
the minimum was 62.
Santa Fe Co., Santa Fe, XT. S.
Weather Bureau: The temperature
was uniform and below the normal;
the maximum was 78 degrees on the
21st and the minimum was 60 on the
21st; the sunshine was about normal;
0 2a inch of rain fell on the 20th and
0.0 Inch on the 22nd.
Sierra Co. Lake Valley, Wm. P.
Kell: Considerable rain fell In the
neighborhood; the total for this station was 0.72 Inch; range conditions
have improved; the evenings are cooler, with considerable lightning.
SiunrM Cn Luna. J. J. Hale: The
week was cloady, with very frequent
showers; the ground is very wet and
fair weather Is ntiw needed. Rose-c'al- e,
W. H. Martin: Rain fell on every
day of the eek: the total was 1. 07
Inches;
the maximum temperature
was 76 degrees on the 21st and the
minimum was 60 on the 21st.
Valencia Co. Laguna, Gus Weiss:
Generally cool, cloudy weather has
prevailed; good showers fell on the
16th and Zlst and traoes feu on tne
other days of the week; vegetation
looks better than for years; the maxl.
mum temperature was 86 degrees on
tha 22nd and the minimum was bi
on the 21st.
MONTROSE W. HATES.
Section Director

CO.

D

New York City.
"We consider the evening paper the
best medium for department store
advertising."
A. B. PECK.

"THE FAIR"

Co.-t-Gu- ge,

Wln-KUt-

JOS. HOME CO.
Pittsburg.
"In case of special sales to maLe
them effective, the news must be published In large space the afternoon
before."
GEORGE HAMMOND.
Adv. Mgr.

THE BAILEY CO.
Cleveland.
"Evening by all means. Eighty
per cent of department store customers are women. They read the evening papers."
J. S. M'CARRENS, Adv. Mgr.

19th.

T. II. Espersen:
Luna
The week was comparatively cool and
cloudy; the maximum temperature
was 91 degrees ou the 21st and the
minimum was 6 on the 17th; 0.28
Inch of ra'.n fell on the 17th and 0.30
inch on the 20th.
McKInley Co. Blackrock, Wm. J.
Oliver: There was an unusual amount
of cloudy weather; 0.25 inch of rain
fell on the 17th and 19th; the maximum temperature was 84 on the 18th
and 21st and the minimum was 54 on
the 17th, 19th and 20th. Fort
1'ost Surgeon: Cool weather prevailed during the entire week; the
temperature was 79 demaximum
grees on the 22nd and the minimum
was 46 on the 22nd; a violent thunderstorm, with the heaviest rain of the
season, occurred on the 19th; the
total precipitation was 2.05 Inches.
Manuelito. W. A. L. Tarr: The total
precipitation for the week was 1.09
inches; cold winds from the northeast
blew during the latter part of the
eek; the maximum temperature was
82 degrees on the 20th and the minimum was 46 on the 21st.
Wm. R.
Utero Co. Cloudcroft,
Clack: The lirst part of the week was
fjl,. and warm: tha latter part was
cool, cloudy and rainy. Tularosa. Ir-t- y
L. Fairless: There was a total of
maximum
1.91 Inches of rain; the
temnerature was 91 degrees on the
the minimum was
19th and 22nd:
56 on the 17th: there was approxi
mately 60 per cent, or sunsblne; the
showers have been local and have not
done general good, except to render
the atmosphere more humid.
Quay Co. Tucumcarl, John F.Sea- man: The continued rains are making
everything grow nicely; the grass U
now In good condition all over tne
county; the total precipitation was
0.8
Inch (on the 18th. 19th, ana
20th); The maximum temperature
was 93 degrees on the 18th and the
minimum was 61 on the 20th and
21st.
Hlo
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market overshadowed all else In New
York last week. There "was a desper- Owners are lloldbig I lack Stock I localise Pastures are Good Slicep
ate battle fought between the bulla
Receipts Running Heavy.
and the bears. J. I Llvermore, the
recognized successor
to Daniel J.
Bully, waj ' attacked by professional
trader and received a severe drubbing. According to the gossip of the
.New York cotton exchange Livermore
.mid his party were long 300,000 bales.
''i.,e- were forced to liquidate and the
experts on the exchange figure that
tli.y lost a cent a pound or ti a bale,
wnich netted them a total los of one
(in., ion and a half dollars. According to Mr. Uvermure'a friends he
mude enough money on the short side
of the stock market to cover all
s mailt) In cotton. This may be so,
as on Thursday, when October cotton
broke $3 a bale, Mr. Livermore left
bis office in the middle of the day
suid went aboard his yacht and reFriday.
mained thure until mid-da- y
His actions were not those of a heavy
loser. All eyes axe still on the cotton market for it Is believed that if
he bull crowd has not liquidated all
its holdings thure will be a further
.break of one cent a pound in cotton.
Trading on the New York stock exchange and the Consolidated stock
exchange was active and very irregular. The exchanges were divided, half
the members being bulls and the oth-e- r
members bears. As a result the
market was very erratic and made
Quick swings up and down. Near the
end of the week, when Southern Pacific crossed par, which was the high
est price on record for that l.ue, the
market looked for a time as if the
bulls had once more gained control.
Prices were then attacked by the
Jiock Island crowd and Sun Francisco
aireferred and Rock Inland preferred
broke four points. This was due to
renewed rumors of defaults on bonds
and probable receivership proceedings. New York Central was also
very weak on Its reports, which
showed the company 1th a large floating indebtedness expenses and not
earning its dividends.
Reports from business centers were
.as a rule much better. A large New
York jobbing house reported a heavy
Increase
Inquiries and a good
The United
in new orders.
States Steel corporation reported that
the tonnare of new business was larger for the month of Ju'.y than the aggregate of the steel produced. In
v view of this dt Is probable that the

r fciS.
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BELOW THE NORMAL
New York, Aug. 26.
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Buffalo.
"We do most of our advertising In
the evening papers."
DE F. PORTER, Adv. Mgr.

J. D. Eakln, President
O. Oloml, Vice President,

Caaa. Mellnl,

Secrete--

?

O. Bachecht, Tress are:.

Consolidated Liquor Company
M

F.LI VI

aeceasara t
and BACHECHI
MOLCUALK OKALKR IM
EAK1N,

GIOMI

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
W

ki0p tvryihlaa In tloek to outfit tbt
most fastidious bar oomplata

Have rxvn appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest for Joe. m,
Wm. I.enip and 8U Louis A. B. C. Breweries: Teileatooe,
(infn River. W. H. Mo Brayer's OVdar Brook, Louis Hunter, T. J
Monarch, and other brands of wtUsklee too numerous to mentiosv.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS
But sell the straight article s received from, the best WlneriM
Distilleries and Breweries In the United States. Call asd Inspect
our Stock and prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Pile
List. Issued to dealers only
'm'IiIKs.

HHHsnMnHBOnMHBI

LIGHTNING

DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
bv local SDDiicauons. as tney cannoi
portion of the ear.
reach the diseased
Thvra la nnlv one war lo curs oesinfits, and that la by constitutional rem
n in
edies. Dearnrsa is causea vy
flamed condition of the mucous lining
wn u
ot tha Kustacnian luc
have a rumDiing
tube is Innamed youhesrln(
and wheo
sound or ImDerfect
It Is entirely c:osea, uearnes w
result, and unless tha InMammattou 4
tx taken out
tbts tutte restor--d to
ua normal condition, beanns will
destroyed forsver; nine cases out of ten
caused by Catarrn, wnicn Is nothart
ing but an Inflamed condition of the
nuinnui aurfacS.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for
anv cuae of Deafness (caused by ca- turrht that cannot be cured by Hall
circulars free.
Catarrh Cure, bend for
CO., Toledo, O.
F. J. CHEN Elf
Hnlrl bv DruSKlstS. 7t.

PRESSES

HAY

-

f--

Take Halls family fniu for constipa

tion

WE
WRITE

HAYE

FOR

THE

RIGHT

CATALOGIOND

DEAL

FOR

WHOLESALE

YOU

PRICE

2S4 North
Co.
Second St:t4i
J. Korber &

I make a specialty of Jobbing in
rick work or plastering. It. Angolo
Cardette, brick mason and plasterer.
Phone HI1.
I
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WANTED

SALESMEN

WANTED A young man at clerk In
general store, must speak Spanish.
State references, experience and sal
ary wanted. Apply P. O. care Cltl
aea.

WANTED High class salesmen for
New Era Safety Accounting System
for bank, merchants and profesopportunity.
Wonderful
sionals.
Plow A Motter Co., 3616 Wabash
Ave., Chicago.
V ANTED Salesmen for guaranteed
used automobiles. All prices. Cars
rebuilt and guaranteed like new by
manufacturers. High commissions.
Great opportunity. Auto Clearing
House. 340 Michigan Ave., Chicago.
WANTED Representative. We want
a representative to handle Ford automobiles In Albuquerque and vicinity. Live hustler can easily clear
st
$3,000 In season. Write with
once. Ford Motor Compeny
Dept. H, Detroit Michigan.
WANTEL Capable salesman to cov-e- r
New Mexico and Arliona with
staple line. High commissions with
3100 monthly advance Permsnent
position to right man. Jess H.
Smith Co.. Detroit, Mich.
WANTED Salesmen for guaranteed
used automobiles, all prices, cars
rebuilt and guaranteed like new by
manufacturers, high commissions,
great opportunity. Auto. Clearing
House, 340 Michigan Ave.,

Female Help
WANTED Housekeeper, 101S For.
ester. J. H. Mitchell.
LADY SEWERS
Make sanitary belts
at home; materials furnished; 116
per hundred. Particulars stamped
Dept. 961, Dearborn
envelope.
Specialty Co., Chicago.

Western League.
Clubs
Won. Lost. P. C.
Omaha
70
49
.688
68
Sioux City
68
.667
Lincoln
65
68
.688
6Q
Denver
64
.616
Pueblo
63
65
.448
Lea Moines
43
79
.352

FOR RENT Large, cool, furnished
rooms, 611 N. Second St
FOR RENT Rooms for housekeep
ing. 684 West Central. Rent reasonable. Call at rear.

GAMES YESTERDAY.

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

of atteattoa. It preeeaU
the More aewe a Hole
ahead, giving the
purchaser time to
plan a shopping tour for
the next morning.
ve

T
advertisers patron-li- e
The Citizen becauae
Uiey know their ad
are seen and
read at tlie home? la the
evening, and If they ere
offering something worthy
of attention, their ad has
aeeompllHhed its mission.
Wise

refer-ences'-

American League.
At New York
R. II. E. FOR SALE Span of mules. Apply
St. Louis
l 6 1 to F. H. Kent, 112 South Third st
New York
typewriter
3 7 3 FOR SALE Underwood
Batteries: Howell and Smith; Man336. Mlllett Studio.
ning and Kklnow.
FOR SALE One gentle pony and WANTED Salesman, experienced In
saddle, 1 Cypress Incubator and
any line to sell general trade In
At Boston
R. H. E.
brooder. Arch T. Wilson, 401 S.
New Mexico. An unexcelled speChicago
2
4
1
Edith.
cialty
proposition.
Commissions
Boston
1
6
2
FOR SALE A fine Hardman piano,
with 336.00 weekly, advance for
Batteries:
Walsh and Sullivan;
good as new. beautiful tone. A
expenses.
The Continental Jewelry
Areilanes and Corrigon.
chance to possess an Instrument of
Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
what
unexcelled
half
at
make
lust
WANTED Live, energetic men for
At Philadelphia
R. IL E.
It is worth.
On exhibit at Whit
exclusive territory agency of "In3
6
Cleveland
1
Music Store. 184 South Sec
son's
dex" Kerosene Burner converts
Philadelphia
2
5 1
ond street, Albuquerque.
coal oil into gas gives one hunBatteries: Burger and Bemis; Vick-er- s
dred candlepower burns on manand Schreck.
Boys' Suite worth $3.00, for $1.40.
tleInstantaneous seller. Write at
School Shoes, best and strongest
Company,
once. Coast Lighting
Nutioiuil Lcuguc.
Regular $2.25 Shoes, for $1.49.
92n Tester Way, Seattle.
At Cincinnati
It. II. E. nuulo.
No rent and low expenses make It
Cincinnati
2 7 2
First class all round
possible for ns to soil at lower prices SALESMANto cover
Philuuuiphia
unoccupied terri4 13
4
hustler
any
In
place
town.
tlutn
other
It
iiauejiew: Vu.z, Kwlng and Schlel;
tory selling staple line to retail
&16 West
pay
you
to
to
out
will
walk
Coiriuuu and JJooin.
trade. Technical knowledge unCentral.
necessary.
Permanent to right
K. MA1LVRAM.
At t?t. Louis
n. H. E.
man. 330.00 weely. Expenses adHuston
1 10
1
vanced. Frank R. Jennings, Sales
.St. Louis
4
9
0
Manager, Chlcsgo.
Batteries: Llndaman, Lorner, Chap-pell- u WOULD PRESERVE IHE
exclusive agent for every town
ONE
Lui-w!(Jruhum;
Lush
and
and
to take orders for
suits fjr men and women; 3100
MAMMOTH CAVE
monthly or more easily ened;
At Pittsburg
II.
R.
E.
sample outfit. 360 styles newest
I'ius'ouig
8 10 2
woolens, 1n handsome carrying case,
New York
6 11
1 Kcntiirkiuiis Ask Aid of Congress In
free of cost. Opportunity to estabButteries:
Maddox and Gibson;
Saving Nuturul Wonder,
lish prosperous and growing busiCraiiuall, Necdham and Bresnahan.
ness without Investment." Full inLouisville, Aug. 26. A number of
structions with every outfit. Apply
At Chicago
R. II. E. patriotic Kcntucklans,
by
actuated
today. The Eagle Tailoring Co.,
Chicago
10 10
0 fears that Mammoth Cave may short8
Dept. ST.
Franklin St., Chi. 2
6
Brooklyn
2 ly be acquired by corporate Interests
I
cago.
Batteries: Reulbach and Moran; and another long period of extortionAND AQENT93ir"3
SALESMEN
Bell, llueker and Bergen.
ate charges prevail, similar to the
350.00 per week and over can be
conditions which once existed at Nimade selling New Campaign NovWestern League,
agara Falls, Hot Springs and other
elties from now until election. Sells
At Pueblo
R. II. E. points it interest to tourt.sts, are cirto stores, county fairs, picnics and
3
6
0 culating an immense petition asking
Omaha
private families. Complete line of
2 Congress to turn the Mammoth Cave
0
6
Pueblo
samples, charges prepaid, for 60e.
Batteries: Holleubeck and Goading; of Kentucky into a national pleasure
Order today. Chicago Novelty Co.,
James and Smith.
ground for the people of the United
60 Wabash Ave., Chicago.
States.
A real genoVne salesman,
WANTED
At Denver
It. H. E.
Under the terms of the will of the
a man who has ability and who will
6
6 3 late George Croghan, who owned tlie
Denver
work for us as hard and conseten-tousl- y
9
7 2 Mammoth Cave, it was left to his
Lincoln
as he would for himself, to
Batteries: Olmstead, Ackley, Jack- eleven nephews and nieces for life,
represent us exclusively In Arlsona
son and Zalusky; Johnson, llendrix with Instructions
that after their
and New Mexico. We have a large,
and Welgart.
death the Cave is to be sold at public
well known and In every way first
Second game
R. II. E. auction to the highest bidder. Ths
class line of Calendars,
Advertis
4
4
1 was many years ago and now only a
Denver
ing Specialties and Druggists La
9
5
2 few eged men and women of the origLincoln
bels and Boxes, and our line Is so
Butleii'tes: Adams, Jackson and
inal eleven remain alive.
attractive and varied that each and
Bonne), Hendrlx and Zlii-raSo in tlie natural course of human
every business In every town In the
events the Mammoth Cave will soon
country, without regard to slie, can
pass Into other hands and as It Is a
be successfully solicited. Our goods
At Sioux City
R. H. E. practlrnl
people
monopoly the
of
1
2 10
are very attractive, but no more so
Sioux City
con-4
Kentucky
to
seeing
are averse
it
5 10
2
than our reasonable prices, and we
Di g Moines ,
corby
a private
rolled for profit
know
from the experience of others
Batteries: McKay and Shea; Olm- poration.
A petition to Congress is
who have been and are now In our
stead and Hecklnger.
therefore being prepared asking that
employ that any bright bustling
steps be taken in the direction of acAmerican Association.
man who has good average ability
quiring Matnmath Cave and the land
At Kansas City: Kansas City1, Inand Is wiling to work can make
above It for a national park, free to
dianapolis 3.
with us from 360 to 3160 per week.
all the American people and their
At Milwaukee: Milwaukee 0. LouisMust be ready to commence work
guilts from foreign shores.
ville 1.
at onre. Commissions liberal. Our
The committee In charge of the peAt Minneapolis: MlnneapolU i, Tocompany was organised In 1613. W
tition has accordingly sent broadcast
ledo 1.
are capitalized for 3300,000. We
At St. Paul: St. I'aul 1, Colum- a request that every one favoring the
state this simply to show that we
project send a postal card bearing
bus 6.
are responsible and mean business
his name and address to Burns W.
If you do, It 111 pay you to write
Beall, Horse Cave, Ky. The names
ALL WRONG.
Manager, Merchants Publish.
Sales
thus received will be added "to the
ng Co., Kslamszoo, Mich. Bnclos
Tlie Mistake Is Made by Many Albu. original petition and all the cards will
this advertisement with your appll
accompany It to Washington when the
querque Citizens.
cation.
Don't mistake the cause of back- bill is Introduced In the House.. It Is
not expected that there will be any
ache.
NOTICE. '
To be cured you must know the serious opposition to the plan and
Mammoth Cave will no doubt soon
cause.
Itoad Tax Now Due,
It Is wrong to Imagine relief Is cure. regain Its old prestige as one of the
seven wonders of the modern world.
Backache is kidney ache.
The law requires every
You must cure the kidneys.
man between the ages of 31 and 60
years to annually pay a road tax of
Why James Lee Got Well.
An Albuquerque resident tells you
Everybody In Zanesvllle, O., knows 13 or, In lieu of sucn sum, to labor
how.
J. W. Weir, living at 719 Eleventh Mr. Mary Lee of rural route 8. 8ht on the public road three days. Sec.
Lee, 3. Chapter 63. Acts of the 37tb Legisstreet, Albuquerque, N. M., says: "I writes: "My husband, James
had trouble with my back off and firmly believes he owes his life to the lative Assembly.
on for a long t me. For two years I use of Dr. King s New Discovery. His
The supervisor of road district No.
could not straighten after stooping lungs were so everely affected that 3. comprising precincts No. 13 and
without help. As long as I would re- consumption seemed inevitable, when 26, which precincts Include th city
main in an erect position I experi- a friend recommended New Discovof Albuquerque, accepts the office
enced no difficulty of any kind, but ery. We tried It. and its use has re- without compensation and Is devoting
the least strain or tension brought stored him to perfect health." Dr. time and energy to the discharge of
onto the muscles of the loins caused King's New Discovery Is the king of the duties of the office to the end
me to suffer severely. I tred dif- throat and lung remedies. For coughs that proper use be made of the road
ferent remedies, but no relief of any and colds It has no equal. The first fund and that we have good roads.
kind was obtained until about two dose gives relief. Try It! Sold under
character of roals to be built and
yean ago I chanced to learn of Doan's guarantee at all dealers. 60c and 31 00 the line of work are determined by
Kidney I' ills, procured a box and be- Trial bottle free.
the Good Roads association.
gan using them. The result was a
Mr. S. M. PorterflelJ is authorized
complete and permanent cure and
It is not what you pay for advertis- to receive payment of the road tax,
PAY3 and for the convenience of the public
one which has lasted up to the pres- ing, but what advertising
ent time. I feel more than justified TOU, that makes It valuable. Our will make calls when he can do so
in voichlng for the value of Doan's rates are Vow est for equal service.
or payment can be made at Porter-fleKidney Pills and on innumerable ocand Co.'s, 316 West Gold avenue.
will
Doctor
back
be
frots
casions I havs strongly advised their Europe Nacamul!
in September and will be at Tue law will be strictly enforced.
use to those sufrerlng with backache
W. H GILLENWATER,
his office In the N. T. Armljo bulldiuf
or kidney trouble."
Supervisor.
For sals by all dealers. Price 50 about September 16, 1903.
cents. Foster-Mllbur- n
Co., Buffalo,
Are you looking for something? ReTlie place to get sfMone1 lumber.
New York, sols agents for the United Superior Lumber
and ai ill Co.'s plant. member the want columns of Ths
States.
Evening Citizen are for your especial
Remember the name Doan's and
Sr scribe for The Evening Cttlsen benefit. It talks to the people and
33 and cet the news.
take no other.
they talk to you.
g.

made-to-measu- re

I
The Citizen has never
given premiums to subscribers, but Is subscribed
to and paid for on Its
news merits, showing
that Its subscribers have
money with which to boy
what they want from
legitimate m e r c h a nta.
Theee are tlie people
The Citizen Invites to
your store.

313-11-

z

n.

Tlie Citizen employs a
nuui whose business It Is
to look after your silver.
Using
wants. lie will
write your copy If you
wlxh. If not. he will see
that your ads are "set
up" to look their beet
and he will attend to
them from day to day.

:
:

E
i

Are you advertising In
The CltlaenT Tour competitors are, and are
profiling by It. Do yoa
think conservative basilicas men are spending
money where tltey are
not getting results? Get
in the swim and watch
your buftnets) grow.

able-bodi-

:

N
'

Is the Best

o.

MONEY to LOAN
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels, also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOSB RECEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
3300.
Loans are quickly made and
strictly private.
Time: One month
to one rear given. Goods remain la
your possession.
Our ratee are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
On

THE HOUSIIorLD LOAN OO. . .
8teamshlp tickets to end from all
parts of the world.
3

and

4.

Grant Bldg.

tt West Railroad

303

Ave.

Albuquerque j
aMtMtMctMMM v

DTI. SOLOMON

Miscellaneous
AGENTS WANTED To sen guaranteed safety razor; prise 60c; big
profits; every man who shaves buys
one. Standard Supply Co., 1011
Whitman aU, Cincinnati, Ohle.
WANTED Agents, either sex, earn
369 to 1100 per week selling exquisitely embroidered pongee silk
patterns, dress
patterns,
waist
drawn work waists. National Importing Co., Desk D, 699 Broadway,
New Tork.
AGENTS wanted tor the most rapid
on
selling household necessity
earth. Every woman buys one on
sight Send 10 cents for sample
and full Information to Sales Manager, 163 Brlnckerhoof Ave., Utloa,
New Tork.
HONEST AGENTS 30 days' credit.
New circular ready. Soaps selling
better than ever. W.lts. Parker
Chemical Co., Chicago.
II.:: PER WORD Inserts classified
ads. In 36 leading papers In U. 8.
Send for list. The Dake Advertising Agency, 437 South Main street,
Los Angeles.
MARRY your choice. Particular peo.
pie, everywhere, introduced without publicity; no fakes; details free.
Address, A. C, box 1333, Los An- -

new shipment.
Fine patterns and
Right prices at

A

Highland

Street,

gelee, Oal

ce
SOPASTE to
factories, railroad shops, etc. Removes grease dirt quickly; Immense
sales; amazing profits.
Parker
Chemical Co., Chicago.

hay Tever sufferers, I have
found a liquid that cures. If you
want free bottle send aJx cents In
stamps for postage. Address T.
Oorham, Orand Rapids, Mica. 476
Bhepsrd Bldg.
WANTED Traveling men and sollc'-tor- s
calling on druggists, confectioners, etc , covering Albuquerque ana
surrounding territory and states, to
carry our celebrated line of 'chocolates on good commission basis
Bowes Allegrettl. 36 River St., Chides go.
WANTED By Jobbing house, men to
sell rugs, linoleum, etc., on commission. Men calling upon email trade
preferred.
Comparatively
little
weight or bulk to sample. Care
"Linoleum," room 1201, No. 108
Fulton street. New Tork.
wapiiiill) salesman, experienced In
any line, to sell general trade In
New Mexico.
Liberal commissions
with 336 weekly advance. One
salesman earned 31.263 63, his first
two months with us. The Contln
ental Jewelry Co., Cleveland. Ohio
ASTHMA,

AGENTS

101$.

BTOHHt

Homeopathic Physicians aa.1

. r-t
M
TU.
i tie iiuusc rurmsners
209 W. Gold Av:

H

Over Tana's Drag Store.
S; Residence IMS.

t

miiiimiiiiTitiTiiTii

Office

H

DENTISTS

ing boose, new and modern)
will be read v about 8mC 1.
FOR H I.VT m miwm
else 15x50 ft.; good looatkm.
FOR SALE Rooming bowse,
IS rooms, doing; good traatneae;
centrally located j reasons for
selling.
FOIl SALTS Modern S room
residence, brick, good location,
on terms or cash; $4,000.
Get a Travelers' Accident and
Health Policy. Money to Loan.
M. L. 8CHUTT.
219 South Second Street.

J. E. KRAFT

DR.

Room 1 and $, Barneu
Over 0'IUeUya Drag 81
Appointments made by

none

EDMUND

jag.

J. ALGER, DJA

t

Office hours,
a. m. to 11 :M
1:30 to I p.
' Appointments
made by anelL
SCe Went Central Avenue. Ftioasj 4061

CXJCXXXXXJOOOOOOOOOU

a.

LAWYERS
R. W. D. BRYAN

IN RANCHES.

Fifteen acre) of very good land
under Irrigation, four Bailee swrtb

Attorney
Office

at Law

Albuquerque. N.

E. W.

cosh.

Attorney

at Law

Albuquerque,

acre of Mrl clans
land, located four miles
north of town. 50 acres nmler
oiltUalloii (IiihI year was planted
In tlH-Htwell fenced with four
l cedar posts, main ditch
run- - through land, title perfect.
Iric for the whole tract, for a
blii.rt time only $500.00.
This
la a snap for somebodjr.
'KMil

1IK)

A.

MONTOYA

Block,.
N. M

IRA M. BOND
vj
at Law
Pensions, Land Patent, rrpjijgkwir

Attorney

31
Irrlirateri

ML

DOBSOX

Office, Cromwell

r

-

First National Bank

of town, well fenced with barbed
wire end cedar posts; $760.00

Fifty acres first clans Irrigated
lund. three miles from the city,
under high state of cultivation,
feiKtuI with hurliecl wire and lnrge
nvl-i:KVtt-4- ;
prlcf per acre, $75.00.

J

Dental Surgery

I,

AGENTS-Iiitrodu-

MALE HELP

office $1$ Soatk

Phoae

,

DR8, BRONSOX

Davis &Zearing

MORE BARGAINS

L. BCTCTOH

Physician and

CXX30TX)OrxXXXX)CXIOOrxxXXXX3U3
FOR RENT 11 room room-

PRIVATE OFFICES
Open Evenings,

Marks, Claims.
M Washington, IX

F ' Street, N.

TliOS. K.

I. M ADDISON

Attorney

at Law

Of nee 117 West Gold A venae

in

ARCHITECT
F. W. SPENCER
Architect
1221 Sontb

Walter St.

INSURANCE

L. E. FOLDS

B. A. SLETSTER

t REAL ESTATE, INSURANCE

Insurance, Real Estate, Notary

Public

AND

LOANS

Rooms 11 and 14. rnmiMSl
Albuquerque, N. H Pbooe

Representative of New York Life
Insurance Co.; The Fidelity !t
Casuality Co. of New York.
Fire insurance placed in the bet
Companies.
Offlo 209 n$it Cold Av;

A.

!$.

E. WALKER

Fire Inaarance

Secretary Mutual Building

.

117 West Central Ave

op-po- sit

CUilE

eadsCT

rjtySJtsM

?tr if

pno

Arnica

Very Serious

r"LW.

It b a very serious matter to ask
tor one medicine and have (be
wrong one given you. For this,
reason we urge yoa In bvylng
to be careful to ret the genuine
BUck-draugii-

aSOCTAUD
ATMRT15LNG CLVRS
OAttERlCA CONVENTION
-

v-

-

itr

r

ts

T

uvcr Medicine
M

!w

The renutatinn nf tV,; nM -- .it.
ble medicine, far constipation, In
ingestion ana uver trouble, is firmly established. It does not Imitato
other medicines. It is htt,- others, or It would not bo the fa
vorite uver powder, with a larger
tale than aU others combined.
SOLD IN TOWN

PS

.

JOHN W. WILSON
Attorney ait Law.
Bank Bldg. Albuquerque, N.
(Referee In Bankrupeey.) .JUS
J. state Ifi
wince pnone

ItwJ Estate and Loans. Netary
Public. 116 W. Gold Ave.

WANTED We want an asrent in
every town or county to sail our
Pboni 600
Kerosene Mantle Gas Burners,
adaptable to most No. 3 or 8 collar
oil lamp, burns any grade kerosene.
Light, 100 candle power. Better and
Hair Dseaser and Ctdro odist. .,
cheaper than gas or electricity. Lib
Mrs. Bambini, at ber parlors
eral commission, eixritmtva i.rri,
the Alvarado and next door to
tory. 609-6- 6
Fifth avenue, Chicago. Sturces'
cafe. Is nrenarsd to
thorough scalp treatment, do hair- For Bora FY
aressing, treat corns, Dunlons and In"I have found Bucklen's Are Ice growing nails.
She gives massage
Salve to be the nrorjsr thin
treatment and manicuring.
Mra.
for sore feet, as well as for healing Bambini's own preparation of comburns, sores, cuts and all manner of plexion cream builds up the
and
SDrasions," writes Mr. W. Stone of improves the complexion, skin
Is
East Poland. Maine. It Is the proper guaranteed not to be Injurious.and She
thing too for pi lea Try It! Sold un- - also prepares hair tonic
that cores
aer guarantee at all dealer.
and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restores life to dead hair;
moles, warts and superfluous
ans?msBSMBrmsssveav2
. a. I removes
a
hair.
For any blemish of the face
IL.S-THC
call and consult Mra. Bambini.
no
t:ic LUNGS! Want ads printed
J
In the Cttlaen
wl'.l bring rettulto.
! with
ir?v'c?

h.

i

Navaio Blankets

..

Rooms,

PHYSICIANS

H

-

1e

Advertising
Medium
in

innitimmniinmiiH
-

PERSONAL FROPKKTY LOANS

1,

;;:::::

a

Chi-cag-

advertise.

proe-pecU-

44

63

Tork

49

60
66
60
65

63

Chicago

to

home Itf the bsuaneea
Ma waea ale day's work
to atoae aarf ft. STAT

ee

64
63

-

43
48

National League.
Clubs
Woo. Lost. P. C.
New York
68
43
.618

delivered by

A

67
64

Boston
Washington

The dtaeea la a
paper. It la either

per la

SSIFI E JD ADS

LA

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

American League.
Won. Lost. P. C.

Philadelphia

g

ti

VC

HOW TI1KY STAND.

tiwn

t!!!;!;;!!!;;;;;!??;??????????;;?!;?;!!!!!!!!!;!!!?!!????????y,v

SCORES

c
lititttE.

FAG UE

BASEBALL

Why

the

I

PAGE SEVaW.

Resolved that all onlara ar
sapsliea of any and all Ma4e
aad for all purposes be made eat
oa tke regular requisition blank
of tae Irrigation Congrsas pro- Tided for that'purpose, and said
requsttloa must be signed by
ehalrxnaa of the auditing eorn- mlttee. or la kls absence by the
acting caalnnaa; that all blEs

Incurred
must
be pro parly
voackered before payment as 4
audited at any meeting of the
auditing committee,
by tae
chairman of said committee, or
In his absence by ths acting
chairman.

rEreruoLD spitz.

D.

Caalrmaa.

MACPHERSON.
OEORQK ARVrvr

' rAoc EIGHT.

WT.IXI;1Y,
do your ercs troublk rout

I)" you know
ut-- f

you.

Our

Vat Experience

ltlU. KUMUtY.
For bran Iced give your stock

Optical Profession

RELIABLE SCHOOL SHOES
TJTE ARE showing this season the best assortment

cf

BUY OURS
Kangaroo CMf , Box Calf or Vjci Kid

8tol3

2!j'to5li

13Ig'to2

$1.15 to $2.00 $1.25 to $2.25 $(.50 to $2.50

PERSONAL.
I'AHAGKAIMIS
Insure In the Occidental Life.
Fresh shipment Concord grapes aV
8an Joce Market.
F. C. Buehl of San Fedro spent
yesterday in Albuq.uc-ro.uoa business.
Regular meeting of Navajo tribe No,
3. I. O. It. M.. tonight at 8 o'clock,
in Itcd Men hall.
W. II. Carney has returned to tho
city from a trip through Arizona and
California on business.
has returned
Miss M. K. Matthi-wto her home in tho city after u few
weeks' vacation in California.
Mrs. W. V. Havens loft this morning for an extended visit with relatives and friends in South Dakota.
Fresh home dressed spring chlck-tns- .
hens and spring duck at the
baa Jose Market loday.
boil-t- r
J. It. Johnson of La Angi-lrainspector for the .Santa, Fo coast
iime, was in the city yesterday oa
business.
J. it. Teuadale, of the Ilamllton-l.- 'i
own Shoo company, departed last
cv.1.1n3 for his headquarters .11 St.
s

Vicl Kid,

For Girls:
84 to

Patent

Box Calf,

Colt

ll?to2
$1 25 to $2.25 a1.75 to $2.50
2

11

$ tOO to $1.85

to 6

Sale

Clearing-Ou- t

niii
; oummer lviiiiinery
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When we tell you that this announcement means
Stylishly Trimmed Hats as low as 75 cents and
$I.Oo, you should make a bee line for our store
and save half on your purchase.
OUR

HATS

WELL AND

LOOK

WEAR

WELL

Miss Lutz

208 South Second Street

Louis, Mo.
Mrs. Nicholas Uehrlng,

of South
Third street, left last evening for a
several weeks' visit tU San Bernardino arid Los Angeles.
11. C. Keefe, traveling salesman for
the Winchester Arms company of
New Haven, Conn., Is In the city on
business for his firm.
lavid Weinman and daughter. Miss
Annette Weinman, returned to their
home here this morning after a several weeks' trip in the east.
J. I. Owen,' accompanied by Miss
F. W. Owen ana Mrs. E. C. Zwelgl,
all of Helen, passed through this
ohy last evening en route east.
Frank Trotter has .noved hit grocery store to the next store east, lit
Gold avenue, where he la now
to receive old and new customers.
Miss E. M. Plant, who has been in
Mountainalr
the past two weeks,
where she acted as secretary of the
Chautauqua, has returned to her
home here.
The Ladies' Aid society of the
Presbyterian church will meet Thur- - j
day afternoon at 2:30 at the home of
Mrs. Frank Ackorman, West Central
avenuo.
There will be a meeting of the
Young Men' Democratic club In the
club room over the San Jose restaurant, Thursday evening commencing
at 8 o'clock.
W. C. Black, superintendent of the
Postal Telegraph & Cable company,
with headquarters at Denver, la In
the city on business matters connected with the local company.
Civil Engineer Weydell, who is engaged In work of surveying a branch
line from Domingo station for the
Santa Barbara Tie and Pole company,
spent yesterday In the city on business.
Miss K. B. Patten, vino has been attending school in the cast, at the Cin
cinnati College of Embalming, hits arrived In Albuquerque and will become
connected with the F. 11. Strong undertaking establishment as lady assistant.
A modern,
steam heat
ing plant la now being Installed In
(he Cromwell block, and the tenants
in that building are rejoicing in the
fact that next winter they will nit
have to wear overcoats while working
in the building.
The building at 118 West Gold avenue, recently purchased
by D. H.
Bcatright, and which will be occupied
by the Boatrlght stock of dry gools
In the near future, is being remod
pro-par- ed

REFRIGERATORS AT COST
-- $ 9.00 Ice

$ 7.00

I

J

5.00 Refrigerator

n.60

J

9.00

J 5.00

25.00
J

Box

'

20.00
S. First St.

L. BELL CO.

Whitney Company

WholesaleHardware
Stoves,

Tinare,

Enameled Ironware, Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves,
Fittings, Belting, Mine and Mill Supplies, etc,

WAGONS.

IMPLEMENTS

AND

FARM

MACHINERY

MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED - ALBUQUERQUr, N. M.

Wl

DATTFDHN

livery and boardixg stable
Albuquerqu.,

TELEPHONE 37

N. M.

Boys9 SGhool

fled. The front has been given
dress of startling blue paint.
It. C. H. Conner has returned to
Albuquerque after a several weeks'
vi.tlt In the rat. Dr. Conner attend-1- ''
the sessions of the American Osteopathic asaociat'on. Mrs. Conner and
Miss Iteba Cm nor, who are visiting
friends In Higtina, Texas, will return
in a week or so.
E. Maharam of 516 West Central
has returned Hum New York, where
ho purchased an excellent line of
men's and women's clothing. He also
has the Americanized sheath gown,
to be worn open or duffed, w hich will
be displayed 111 his show window in
a few days.
Mrs. Nettie Noecker died at her
home, 87 Ea.t Copper avenue, yesterday afternoon at 3 o'clock, of
fever, Jhe leaves a son five
years old In this city, and a mother,
tlster and two brothers at Gutenberg,
Iowa. Funeral announcements have
not yet been made.
Charles Kunx, of North Fourth
strevt, and Captain J. 13. Webster, of
Uoswell, who has been spending the
past few weeks us a guest of the former, leave Friday morning for Kos-we- ll
where they will resume their positions as members of the faculty of
the military Institute at that place.
Judge B. F. Adams returned to the
city last night from Mountainair,
where he attended the Chautauqua.
Judge Adams spoke before the Chautauqua on Fraternity day, representing the Knights of Pythias. He also
the directors of the association a day or two with the manage-rr.t of the Chautauqua,
Col. J. S. Eldridge, who has charge
of the lands of the St, Louis & San
Francisco Hallway company, was an
Albuquerque visitor yesterday.
Col.
Eldridge says that drilling for artesian water is still going on at
A well Is being drilled in the
valley of the San Jose river and the
drill has reached a depth of 600 feet.
The artesian well brought In on the
mountain above the Suwanee valley
is getting stronger as time goes on.
The water flows down Into the valley. The green grass growing along
where the water runs makes a vivid
green streak down the mountainside.
ei

Entrance examinations for the

lic school of Albuquerque will be held

at the First, Second, Third and Fourth
ward schools and also at the Central
school on Monday. AuRust 81. beginning at 9 a. m. All grades below the
eighth go to the ward schools. All
grades above the Seventh grade go to
the Central school. All pupils who are
uncertain about classification should
attend in order to he classified. Tuesday, September 1, school opens.

FREET
With School Hooks and School Sup
plies.

Palace

THE STRONGEST SHOE FOR
BOYS ON THE MARKET IS

STRONG'S BOOK STOKE.
Phone 1104.
.Next Door to P.

O.

l

bent

wort

MISS

122 S. Second

119 IV.

Cold

:

Make the Standard High Grade Clothing of the
United States pur fall lines are arriving and are
being placed on sale.

Knox

Hats-Stets- on

Hats

Have been on the market for half a century and are
fully guaranteed. Trices within the reach of all.

$3.00, $4.00 and $5.00

Hanan Shoes Douglas Shoes
The old reliable in their respective classes every
pair replaced free of chirge if they fail to satisfy.

t
AAAAj
wwWWW

Standard
Plumbing and
Heating Co.

California Sweet Potatoes
Native Oranges
Pears
Peaches

412 West Control Ave.
PHONE

61

B. H. Briggs & Co.

DRUGGIST
ALVARADO

PHARMACY

Corner Gold Ave. and 1st St.

HIGHLAND PHARMACY

Plums

THIRD STREET

Occidental Building

Cooking Apples

Meat Market

Bring Us Your Prescriptions

Eating Jpples
Cantaloupes
Watermelons

Fresh and Salt Meat
Steam Sausage Factory.
EM Hi KXiEXVWORT
Masonio Building. North Third Strecs
All Ktnda of

SKINNER'S!:
205 South First Street

'.'
aft

Good
ROOM and BOARD
a Week

.00

Rio Grande Valley Land do.

JOHN BORRADAILE

Finest Ice Cream
and Coldest Soda
in the City

Vann Drug Co

Up

Highland Livery
RAM BROOK BROS.
596.
John

St
Ill
turnouts. Best driven
Proprietors of "Sadie,"

vm NOT BUY BREAD?
It Is the staff of life, and while
meats are so exorbitant In price the
difference In the cost alone should
make you eat good, high grade, nutritious breads such as you can always secure here. Our breads will
supply more nourishment
with lMt
waste than any other food. It Is
made of superior flour when made at

IDE CLEANER

Cleans any and everything and does
It right.
The best in tho southwest
All he asks Is a trial. Clothes cleaned,
repaired and pressed. Just call at
(10. Works. il 8. Waiter.

400 W.tt Railroad

Avmuu

Don't Forget The
PLANING

MILl

TIIR OLDEST MILL IN TUB CITI
When hi need of sash, door, frama
etc Screen work a specialty. 4
South First street. Telephone 461.

I'ARLORS
Phone, OH

CAN YOU DRAW

LITTLE GIRL?

TltAMst'llt

Horses and Mules

s

STABLES.

On Sept. 19 we are going to give it to the
little girl fourteen years old or under who
will draw the best reproduction of the trade
mark shown on the above picture.

Perhaps you will be the fortunate little girl.
Come to our store today register your name
and get a little booklet, which will tell you
all about this interesting contest.

8rM

VD

PougBt infl

BEST TOURNOUTS IN
Second

If you have not seen the little "Hue 's" i .ine
now in our show window you should see it
today. It is a perfect stove in little will
bake and cook just like a big one.

L. TRIMBLE & CO

UVKMY. RM.E. KFKn

CALL

hiUzOS LAUNDRY CO.

Real Estate and Invewnenta
Colleect Rents of City Realty
Office, Corner Third and Gold Av
Albuquerque, K. M
Phone 645

MRS. M. E. NORRIS
110 East Coal Avenue

THORNTON

For First Class Work and Prompt Delivery

wHITE WAGONS

Hart Schaffner & Marx

THE CENTRAL AVENUE CLOTHIER

Today

W.

c

ed

SIMON STERN

207 South First St.

P. CRANE

Corner Central and Fifth

Tie-tri-

wafc..

GROCERY

Coavjax)axjacaKja)oaK)aKDa)OaK3

MILLINKRY AND DRESSMAKING

$6.00 and $6.50

E. L. WASHBURN GO.

C.

shirt

in offering
to our patrons is quality. We
therefore confine ourselves to the leading lines of tha
country lines which are ti
and worthy.

SKINNER'S

ALBUQUERQUE

Stetson Shoes for Men

or.

rmtronlze II 11 li ha Lanndnr Ca.

FIRST CONSIDERATION

OUR

Pioneer Bakery,

Central Ave.
Albuquerque

to buy Summer Millinery at a very low price
is now. We have a limited number of very
pretty Trimmed and Pattern Hats which we
are closing out this week. Our Hats carry
with them t'ae assurance ol beinj "correct."

ALL SIZES $1.75 AND $2.50

For the

Quality

In the city.
the plcino wagon.

Every school child this
year who buys School
Books and School Supplies from us, will get a
handsome Pocket Webor
ster's Dictionary;
Companion
Scholars
FREE. More than that,
we sell you the celebrated Indian Chief Tablet for 6c. The largest
Pencil Tablet sold for a
nlckle. '

Your Opportunity

MESSENGER

Onr work Is HI GUT n every
Ilnhh" Ijinmlrv Co

te

CXETD
ITT
V L.IAI I 1

axjsxKa)uaKOaK)CCwCOtKJ

The reason we do so much ROUGH
DRY work Is because we do it right
and at the price yov cannot afford to
havs It done at home.
IMPERIAL LAUVDRV.
Yon can save money on that tIH of
tiimhcr if jou hoy from the Superior
Lumber and Mill Co.

Phone

Just received a large shipment. Haven't room for them,
and are making special low prices this week to move them

The Diamond,

Kan-

sas Ho.l Ilran, clean, fronh and
healthy. A great producer of milk
Ideal for horsed, cows and poultry.
Put up under tho supervision of tlie
stato Board of lleeltli. No smutty
wheat, rrfnne oat and com nor mill
sweeping' around in this bran. The
Empire Mills furnish cash guarantee
with each and every sack. For any
iis.sntisrac.ion your money is return
ml. E. W. Fee, 602-60- 4
South First at.
Phone 16.
lo yon know that we operate Si
machines In our plant every day
Tliat'a why we can make and selt
window frames for brick at $1.80;
screen doors at $1.00; porch swings
at $5.00. Superior Planning Mill.

pub-

CHAFING DISHES

SHOES
OUR

l'JOl

Lense Grinding Done on the Premises

Boys and Girls School Shoes that we ever have
handled. Solid all through from the tip of the toe to the
all leather heel, insole and counter.
Put together wich the
sole object to make them strong enough for the hardest
kind of wear, without sacrificing any style or fit. If you
want shoes that will assure your children more actual wear
and good looks than any others,

For Boys:

South Second Street. Established

ak

IMI'l

in the

Assures yon absolute comfort in Glasses U round ari l Kiite l by us
OPTICAL CO., EXCLUSIVE OPTICIAN
BERBER
110

KOIGII DKT.
what this megnut If
our drivers to explain It to
r

AtC.l'RT 26, 1908.

THI

CI

Centre! as
Coaser Avanaa.

206 East Central Avenue

